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At KM Elite we pride ourselves on manufacturing 
and distributing the highest quality products. 
Each product is carefully tried and tested before 
going on the market.
We stock a wide range of products from yard 
essentials and supplements to headcollars and tack. 
We have recently launched the new ProMesh boot 
range, HiGrip glove range and Primera leatherwork 
range.

Karl Middleton
MD of KM Elite Products
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BOOTS
AND BANDAGES

I have been a brand ambassador for KM Elite for many years 
now and have also been impressed with the quality of the 
products. They are constantly increasing and updating their 
range and adapting to riders needs and requests. I am proud 
to be an ambassador for them! 

Andrew Gould
International Dressage Rider 
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Breathable
The Pro Mesh integrated layer is breathable and offers superior airflow, but stops sand and 
dirt passing through the outer layer avoiding rubbing and grazing.

Protects, supports, flexible
Pro Mesh provides excellent impact and abrasion protection. It is designed to stretch slightly 
to allow movement in the joints offering outstanding comfort.

Lightweight
The unique hexagonal holes reduce weight but offer strength, flexibility and air flow to cool 
and allow the legs to breathe.

Water resistant
The Pro Mesh shell and comfort lining do not absorb water which can increase weight and 
may contribute to boots slipping.

Durable
Extremely tough and tear resistant, our unique manufacturing process means no adhesives 
are used during production, increasing strength and durability.

Comfort foam lining
Offers a glove-like fit, the naturally hypoallergenic  polyolefin closed cell foam is perforated 
for air flow. Resists mould and bacteria growth, perfect for horses with sensitive skin.

PEBAX Strike Guard
Our anatomically shaped, light-weight PEBAX strike guard offers exceptional protection as 
part of a multilayer design. The strike guard is rigid where needed but flexible enough to 
conform to the horses’ legs. Holes in the strike guard allow heat to escape from the flexor 
tendon area.

IMPACT AREA

Pro-Mesh Boot Features

Event Boot
Long high quality Velcro to avoid slipping

Variable flex Pro Mesh material

Shaped to avoid rubbing

Flexible Pebax strike guard

The Event boots from our brand new Pro Mesh Collection are 
made from the unique, superior, protective yet breathable Pro 
Mesh    material with our anti-slip comfort lining.
Colours Black/Electric Blue
Sizes Front: 2 Strap (one size)  Hind: 3 Strap (Med), 3 Strap 
(Large)

WITH PEBAX
STRIKE GUARD

KM Elite’s Hybrid boots from the Pro Mesh 
Collection are high quality and durable, 
they are amazing for both competition and 
everyday use! 
Not only do they fit like a glove but they are 
also super light, resistant  and breathable.
Another real bonus is that you clean them 
under the tap and they dry in no time to use 
on your next horse.
Constantin and 
Therese Van Rjickevorsel
International Event Riders
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and Fetlock Boots
Innovative air cushion and extra thick strike areas absorb 

impact to protect the tendons and fetlocks

Durable, lightweight technology which helps performance

Dual hardness outer shell strike area to accommodate air 
cushions for ultimate protection

Vented Neoprene liner and outer shell to help air flow and 
provide an exit for heat to aid cooling

Double locking Velcro™ straps for extra security

Certified BASF®TPU German quality and conforms to FEI 
rules for young horses

One of the toughest, lightest tendon boots on the market 
today, KM Elite Air Shock boots are the first choice for many 
professional show jumpers. These high quality boots are 
made to competition standards at an affordable price for 
every rider. The blue areas illustrate air flow through special 
vents and the air cushion under the strike area.
Colours Graphite, Brown, Black, White

    I use the KM Elite Air Shock 

tendon and fetlock boots on all my competition 
horses. The innovative air cushion technology 
and special hardness impact areas give 
protection and support where needed.             
In my opinion these are the best and most 
affordable brand on the market today.

Philippe Le Jeune  
Show Jumping World Champion 2011

Tendon Boot
Comfort foam lining

Close fitting ergonomic design

Breathable Pro Mesh shell

Flexible Pebax strike guard

Our brand new Pro Mesh Collection Tendon Boots are made 
from a unique, superior quality, protective yet breathable 
material and have our anti-slip comfort lining.  
Colours Black/Electric Blue, Black/Black
Sizes One size
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KM Elite Air Shock 
Pro Hind Boots

Encourages the horse to use their hind legs 
more   effectively and in a more humane 

way whilst jumping
Strong double locking Velcro™ fastening

Colours  Black, Brown

Ballistic No-Turn Over Reach 
Boot
 

Tough, durable, protective outer
Superior quality boot with shock absorbent lining
‘No-turn’ soft nodule to prevent spinning
Double locking Velcro™ for extra security
Machine washable at 30º - dry naturally

These tough, hard wearing boots are manufactured using 
a ballistic nylon material which creates an extremely tough, 
scratch resistant finish whilst maximizing protection for your 
horse. 
Colours Black  
Sizes S, M, L, XLBallistic Nylon

Pro-Mesh

Pro-Mesh              
Over Reach Boot

Pro Mesh TPU protective outer layer
Tough rear strike guard, contoured              

to stay in place
Shock absorbent inner lining,                

double locking Velcro™
‘No-turn’ soft button to prevent spinning

Available with or without ultra soft 100% 
Merino Lambswool collar  

for extra comfort and protection
Machine washable at 30º - dry naturally

 

Colours Black, White  
Sizes S, M, L, XL

Hybrid Boot
Contrasting anti-slip foam lining

Reinforced strike guard

Variable flex Pro Mesh material

Fully breathable

Our new ultra lightweight hybrid boot is completely versatile 
and can be used for all disciplines: dressage, jumping, racing, 

polo and even turnout.
Colours Black/Electric Blue, White/Black

Sizes 2 Strap (Med) - 120 gr, 3 Strap (Large) - 160 gr

WITH PEBAX
STRIKE GUARD

ULTRA
LIGHTWEIGHT

IMPROVED 
VENTILATION
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Pro-Mesh
Lite Boots

Our Pro Mesh Lite boots have been designed 
to fit comfortably around all shapes and sizes 
of legs. They are super lightweight and fit like 
a glove. These versatile boots can be used for 

schooling, jumping, XC and polo. They are 
also ideal for hunting as they don’t move, rub 

or slip and can be worn all day!*
*when tested by our riders. 

Available in front and hind 
Colours Black/Black and Black/Electric Blue 

Sizes Medium, Large

BREATHABLE
PRO-MESH MATERIAL

The Pro Mesh integrated 
layer is breathable and offers 
superior airflow, but stops 
sand and dirt passing through 
the outer layer avoiding 
rubbing and grazing.
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Boomers™  
Hock Sock™
Sold as a 
pair
Colours 
Navy, Black
Sizes Pony, 
Full, XL
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Ventilated 
Neoprene

Skid-Tech Polo Boot
Strong and stretchy material
Adjustable Velcro™ fasteners
Provides ultimate flexibility and protection
Ventilated Neoprene technology
Reinforced cup for extra durability and strength
Protects your horse from sliding and turning burns

Using a breathable, hard-wearing Neoprene, which moulds 
to the horse whilst allowing heat and moisture to escape, 
the boot keeps the horse cool and comfortable. Radius cut 
Velcro™ straps are easier to grip and stretch the boot to gain 
an optimum fit.

Sizes Standard 13.5” Tall

KM Elite Flexi-Cool
Combi Bandage
Our brand new combination bandage combines two 
innovative fabrics allowing direct application onto the leg 
for maximum heat absorption and support without  
causing irritation. 50% breathable, cooling liner to help 
reduce heat whilst wicking away sweat. 50% open weave 
four-way stretch fabric  for extra cushioning to protect 
without bulk or irritation.
Don’t confuse these with cheaper combination bandages 
which have simple fleece inners! The liner fabric in our 
bandages is especially designed to support and protect 
while reducing heat build-up and avoiding any uneven 
pressure on the leg.
Fully washable, set of two.

Colours Black, White
Sizes 290cm Long

Cashel® 
Boomers™  
Bandages
Sold as a pair 
Colours  
Navy, Black 
Sizes S 12”,  
M 14”, L 16” 

Affordable and convenient, 
protective boots. 
Manufactured by Cashel.

GEL-EZE Under 
Bandage
For use in the stable, travelling 
and in competition.
When chilled, the under bandage 
also acts as an instant cold 
compress for sore joints and 
tendons aiding recovery from 
strenuous exercise and hard 
ground trauma. Non Toxic. 
Washable. Reusable.

Fantastic boots! My ten year old horse only 
wore bandages and was uncomfortable with 
most of the boots I tried. I recently bought 
a set of Pro Mesh hybrid boots and they’ve 
exceeded my expectations.
I was sceptical about the manufacturer’s 
claim that these boots would stay cool dur-
ing work, but the inside of the boot really 
is cool to touch when taken off.They wash 
very well too. Now that I’ve tried these, I 
won’t use anything else. 
Well done KM Elite!

Carole
Owner of Dancer (Pictured)
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VAC No Bow Combi
Now with a new hook & loop fastener design that 
allows this wrap to go on fast and easy for a snug 
adjustable fit – perfect for stable or travelling. This 
also makes an excellent, fast, economical Cold 
Water Wrap that absorbs perfectly and is easy to 
apply. Pack of 2.
Colours Black 
Sizes 14”, 16”

VAC Deluxe Polo Bandages
The original Polo bandage manufactured in the USA for 30 
years. Subject to availability
Sets of 4.
Colours Black, Burgundy, Grey, Hot Pink, Hunter Green, Navy 
Blue, Orange, Purple, Red, Royal Blue, Yellow, Turquoise, White

VAC Standing Wrap
Extra wide stable bandages for support,  
warmth and protection.
Pack of 4
Colours Black, Burgundy, Hunter Green,  
Navy, Purple, Red, Royal Blue, White

VAC Pro Pillow Wraps
Made of machine washable, woven cotton outer 
material filled with new extra thick durable poly 
fibre. Porous material allows air to circulate. New 
strong stitch design throughout prevents fibre from 
bunching up.
Sizes 14”, 16”

VAC No Bow Wraps
Made from super soft absorbent fleece fabric with 
a centre of dense sponge-like foam. The exclusive 
stitching keeps foam from bunching up. 
Contours to leg for custom-like fit and will not slip. 
Packs of 2
Colours White
Sizes 14” Wide, 16” Wide 

VAC is a family run business who have been making quality bandages and wraps for more than 30 years, 
using the highest quality raw materials to produce a superior product. The VAC family have continued the 
work started by their father, Tony Sr., who gave them the simple business principles that continue to work:
Give the horsemen a well-made, good quality product that does the job
Make it from the best quality materials
Make it affordable and make sure it holds up
Make everything you sell right here in the USA so you can keep the quality consistent
Put the family name on it and stand behind it with a 100% guarantee
KM Elite is proud to offer the VAC range of products

VAC’s Brand Original 100% made in the USA.   Products 
sold throughout the USA, Canada, and Europe for more 
than 35 years.
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50% UV protection
Double Locking elastic closure for extra security, which can 

be trimmed for a customised fit
Elastic insert across the poll keeps mask on the horse and 

positioned correctly
Made from a grey mesh with black trim

Following customer feedback we have improved our already  
popular Fly Mask to offer a closer fit using an elasticated 
insert across the head. This top selling product is designed 
to offer protection, comfort and durability at an affordable 
price. 
Styles Standard with ears (No Nose) & Long with Ears (With 
Nose)
Sizes Weanling (X Small), Yearling (Small),  
Cob/Arab (Medium), Horse/Full (Large), Warmblood (X 
Large)

Space Mask with   
Detachable Nose
Made with flexible but durable materials and offers superior  
fly protection along with the following additional benefits:

An innovative spacious design to protect the eyes whilst 
ensuring an optimum fit and maximum visibility

Detachable nose piece with soft, comfortable fleece  
edging protects from UV and irritation from flying insects

Large roomy ears for a soft, comfortable fit, easily  
converts to an earless design by cutting above  
the stitched seam

Two robust Velcro™ straps, one double locking  
for extra security

Made from a grey mesh with black trim

Sizes S, M, L

UP TO 
85mm SPACE

FROM 
THE EYE

Fly Veils
Our high quality, stylish fly veil is made from a polyester yarn with stretchy cotton ears providing a great fit 
and comfort, while relieving your horse from flies. It is perfectly weighted so it won’t move around, distract 
or cause rubbing. It is available in 5 smart colours to match and is suitable for all disciplines.

Colours Black/Purple, Royal Blue/Silver, Black/Electric Blue, White/Black, Navy/Silver
Sizes Small (Pony/Cob), Large (Full)

2 STYLES AND
5 STYLES AVAILABLE
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HEADCOLLARS
AND LEADROPES

Crudsader™ Pasture Fly Mask
70% UV Protection
1 Standard. 2 Standard with ears. 3 Long nose. 4 Long with ears.
Sizes Foal (miniature), Weanling (small pony), Yearling (large pony), Arab (cob), Horse, Warmblood, Draft

5. Crusader™ Quiet-Ride
Fly mask recommended for head shakers. 
Sizes Yearling, Arab, Horse, Warmblood, Draft

6. Crusader™ Belly Guard/Quiet-
Ride Bug Armour
Made from a light-weight, soft mesh to shield your horse from flying 
irritants on the trail or in the practice pen. Cleverly constructed and 
adjustable, Bug Armour easily connects to the bridle and saddle to 
provide full coverage without inhibiting the rider or effecting the horse’s 
movements. Two piece set with option to add the extra belly protector. 

7. Crusader™ Leg Guards
Sizes Mini, Small Pony, Pony, Arab, Horse, Warnblood, Draft. Set of 2.

8. Donkey Fly Mask
Sizes Yearling, Arab, Horse

1 2 3 4
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They are manufactured from double and triple weave lined nylon for durability with top quality brass clips 
and a solid brass throat lash clip. 
The headcollar has a wonderful soft padded head and nosepiece for optimum comfort for your horse.
17 vibrant colours to choose from. Co-ordinate with matching luxury 6ft leadropes (and many other yard 
accessories from our range) to complete the look. 

XXXS (Shetland): Black, Hot Pink, Navy Blue, Pastel Blue
XXS (Colt): Black, Hot Pink, Navy Blue, Pastel Blue
XS (Small Pony): Black, Hot Pink, Navy Blue, Pastel Blue
S (Large Pony), M (Cob), L (Full): Baby Blue, Baby Pink, Black, Brown, Burgundy, Grey, Hot Green, Hot 
Orange, Hot Pink, Hunter Green, Navy Blue, Pastel Blue, Purple, Raspberry, Red, Royal Blue, Yellow
XL: Black, Navy Blue, Red

Argentinian Style 
Headcollars

Our high quality Argentinian headcollars add 
style and colour to your equipment. Double 

and triple weave lined nylon for durability with 
nickel clips and a solid nickel throat lash clip. 
The KM headcollar has a wonderful soft pad-
ded head and nosepiece for optimum comfort 

for your horse.
Colours Sapphire, Blush, Black Tartan, KM 

Elite Original
Sizes Small (Pony), Medium (Cob), Large (Full)

Matching Leadropes
Colours Black, Navy Blue, Purple

Padded Leather Headcollar
Our Primera leather headcollar have been designed with 
padding over the poll and noseband for comfort. They are 
made with premium quality leather and durability brass 
buckles, clips and attachments. 
They are full adjustable with buckles on both sides of the 
headcollar and around the noseband. 

Colours Havana, Black (white contrast stitching in Cob & 
Full)
Sizes Pony, Cob, Full 

London Tan Headcollar
Our stylish London headcollar has been made with the highest quality 
leather for comfort and durability. The tan leather compliments the platinum 
material. 
It is shaped around the poll and the ears with an extra wide poll fitting filled 
with soft touch material to protect the poll if the horse should panic when 
travelling. 

KM Elite Poly Leadropes
Colours Baby Blue, Baby Pink, Black, Brown, Burgundy, Grey, 
Hunter Green, Hot Pink, Hot Orange, Hot Green, Navy Blue, 
Purple, Pastel Blue, Red, Royal Blue, Raspberry, Yellow
Two Colours Black/Hot Green, Black/Hot Pink, Black/Pastel 
Blue & Black/Purple
Available in 10ft Red, Hunter Green, Royal Blue, Black, 
Burgundy, Navy Blue

KM Elite 6ft Premium 
Cotton Leadrope
Our Premium leadrope is made with a medium 
braided cotton and is fitted with a trigger clip.
Colours Black, Red,  
Royal Blue, Purple,  
Navy Blue

KM Elite Cotton 
Double Braided 

Leadrope
 

Available in 7ft and 10ft
This high quality double braided round cotton 

lead rope offers luxurious comfort and is 
available in a range of colours with a brass 

plated swivel bolt snap.
Colours Black/White, Black/White/BabyBlue, 

Black/White/Baby Pink, Black/White/HotGreen, 
Black/White/Navy, Black/White/Orange,     

Black/White/Pastel Blue, Black/White/Purple, 
Black/White/Raspberry, Black/White/Red, 

Black/White/Yellow
Also available in 10ft Black & Navy Blue

Solid colours now available in 7ft Black, Navy 
Blue, Royal Blue

6ft Poly Nickel Clip
lead ropes

7ft Double Braided Nickel Clip
lead ropes
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Ezyloader
The Ezyloader is an innovative head collar adapter which simplifies loading 
reluctant horses into horseboxes and trailers. Following research and 
development, in conjunction with horse transporters and a specialist equine 
vet, the simple adapter works using pressure when a horse pulls back or 
rushes forward, but releases to reward steady forward movement.
The Ezyloader conveniently and quickly attaches to a regular head collar 
and lead rope. It can also be used as a schooling aid, not just for loading 
reluctant horses, but for horses who might be bargy during leading and 
turning out.
Colours Black
One size fits all

KM Elite Everyday 
Rope Halter
Our high quality everyday rope halter comes 
in two colour-ways: Black & Grey, Purple & 
Lilac 

Controller Halter and 
Stallion Ring

This controller halter is suitable for stallions and difficult, 
strong willed horses. 

Made of steel for extra strength.

Be Nice Halter
The Be Nice Halter is an excellent and humane training device. 
The halter works on the simple principle that when the horse 
resists, pressure is automatically applied and when the animal 
begins to co-operate, the pressure is automatically released. 
Therefore, it is not just a restraint, but a very effective training 
device as well.
Sizes XS – Weanling/Small Pony 
S – Yearling/Large Pony,  
M – Arab/Cob 
L – Average Horse 
XL – Large Horse 
XXL – Warmblood 
Draft – Small 
Draft – Large

KM Elite         
Grazing Muzzle

Padded Grazing Muzzle that helps limit 
grass intake. Pliable, field tested rubber for 

added comfort makes the muzzle softer 
yet tougher. Padded head strap for extra 

comfort.  
Fully adjustable.

Sizes Small Pony, Large Pony, Cob, Full, XL
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The Mikmar Combination Bit is highly 
acclaimed worldwide for its versatility, 
unique design and excellent results. 
As the rider applies pressure to the 
reins, this unique design disperses 
pressure to the nose, mouth, chin 
and poll areas. Designed to protect a 
horse’s mouth and at the same time 
get desired results sending a clearer 
signal to the horse, allowing the rider 
to use a softer hand.

Sealtex Latex 
Bandage
The self-sealing bandage. Ideal 
for wrapping bits.

Miracle Collar
The Miracle Collar stops cribbing 
humanely and effectively. 
Sizes S, M, L 

Miracle Collar  
Fleece Covers
Adds cushioning and comfort to 
the miracle collar. Constructed 
from soft maize fleece. 

Cashel Foam 
Equine  
Ear Plugs
A pair of foam corks which fit 
safely in your horse’s ears to aid in 
clipping, bathing and 
show ring use.
Colours 
Black 
Sizes  S, 
M, L, XL

SADDLECLOTHS
AND LAMBSWOOL
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KM Elite Cotton High Wither 
GP Square
High quality cotton squares are ideal for everyday or 
competition use on their own or in combination with half 
pads. Creating a smart and practical alternative to half-
lined numnahs. Reinforced girth protection area with double 
Velcro™ straps for easy fitting. 

Colours Black, White
One size

KM Elite Cotton GP Numnah
 

Top quality cotton numnah. Velcro™ girth fastening for easy 
fitting.

Colours Black, Brown, White 
One size

Dressage Square
This high quality dressage square has been designed with 
a deep length to accommodate the longer flaps on your 
dressage saddle. This deluxe product Includes new D-Ring 
velcro attachments for easy fitting (although this is not 
currently updated on the image).
Colours White, Black, Purple, Grey, Blue
Sizes Medium (Pony/Cob), Large (Full)

Close Contact
Our Close Contact pad has been specially designed and 
shaped to fit forward cut saddles, it has a high wither wither 
cut to further improve the fit and reduce movement of the 
saddle cloth.  
Made from our superiour KM Elite quilted fabric.  Velcro girth 
fastening & D-Ring Velcro attachments for easy fitting.

Colours White, Black, Mocha, Grey, Blue
Sizes Medium (Pony/Cob), Large (Full)

KM Elite High Wither 
Dressage Square
Available half lined or with front rolled edge
100% Merino Lambswool. Front rolled edge protects 
wither and allows saddle to fit snugly.
Signature reinforced girth protection area with double 
Velcro™ straps for easy fitting. Ideal everyday cotton  
numnah but smart enough for competition.
Colours Black & Natural, White & Natural
One size

KM Elite Half Lined 
High Wither Dressage 
Numnah
 

Half lined with 100% Merino Lambswool. 
Colours Black & Natural,  
White & Natural
One size

KM Elite Close Contact Pad
 

Available half lined or with front rolled edge 
100% Merino Lambswool.
Colours Black & Natural, White & Natural
One size

KM Elite Half Lined 
Comfort Wither GP 
Numnah 
Half lined with 100% Merino Lambswool.
Colours Black & Natural, White & Natural, 
Black & Black, Brown & Brown
One size

BLACK/NATURAL ALSO 
AVAILABLE FULLY LINED

    I use the KM Elite GP Square because of its 
unique shape, with the Sheepskin Half Pad to 
absorb maximum impact.

Jessie Drea  
Professional Showjumper 
Rider of Cortaflex® Touchable
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Made from 100% Merino Lambswool. The new clear spine which is swept up at the wither, relieves 
pressure on the spine and allows air to flow giving an optimum fit with a functional design. Can be used in 
conjunction with a saddle cloth.

Colours Black & Natural, White & Natural, Black & Black,  
Brown & Brown 
Sizes S (16”-16½”), M (17”-17½”), L (up to 18”)

Spine free

Adaptor Pad
Our new adjustable saddle pad is made from the same 100% Merino Lambswool (which is tanalised using 
no harmful chemicals) and our signature 100% cotton quilted fabric used for all of our Distinction range.       

There are 6 exterior pockets to allow the rider to personalise the pad to suit their own saddle - 3 either side, 
front, middle and back providing maximum coverage and helping to relieve back problems on pressure points. 
The protective cushioning under the tree points doesn’t compromise the fit of the saddle. 
The shims can also be purchased separately if required.
(Medium to fit 17-17.5” saddle, Large to fit up to 18” saddle)
Medium and Large White/Natural
Large Black/Natural

Durable Impact Foam

KM Elite Multi-purpose 
Girth Sleeve 
with Cotton
Fully adjustable with Velcro™ closures to fit 
most styles of girth. 
Colours Black & Natural
One size

Studguard Cover
Colours Black & Natural 

KM Elite Seat Saver
Streamlined shaping to fit securely on your 
saddle to give maximum comfort to the rider. 
Colours Black, Natural, Brown. Sizes: up to 
17.5” Medium, 17.5”+ Large

KM Elite Shaped 
Dressage Girth 
Sleeves
Brand new shaped girth sleeve offers a closer 
fit and 100% Merino Lambswool edges to 
protect from rubbing and chafing. KM Elite 
cotton quilting on the reverse with adjustable 
elastic and Velcro™ straps.
Colours: Black & Black,  
Black & Natural
One size fits all

BLACK/NATURAL ALSO 
AVAILABLE WITH SPINE

WOOLSKIN WASH
ALSO AVAILABLE

KM Elite Girth Sleeve
To maximise protection against sores        

and chafing.
Colours Black, Natural, Brown

Sizes 60x12cm Dressage, 80x12cm GP

 I have been so impressed at the quality 
of the KM Elite saddle cloths and 
sheepskins. It is essential that my horses 
are turned out immaculately, particularly 
at shows. I use the white dressage 
squares, they fit well and do not slip. The 
high wither cut is perfect, it ensures the 
comfort of the horses and enables them 
to perform at their very best.  

David Rumsey  
Dressage Rider
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Shaped  
Saddle Pad
Revolutionary 
hi-tech design 
to aid in spinal 
pressure relief 
and assist 
in grip and 
comfort.
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S 1. Head Stall Set
Four piece Lambswool sets. Velcro™ 
fastening. 
Colours Black, Natural, Brown

2. Noseband 
Cover
Velcro™ fastening. 
Colours Black, Natural, Brown

Gelee Fish™ 
Saddle Pad
The Gelee Fish™ pads are 
suitable where extra cushioning is 
required on the shoulder or wither.
Also available: Front Riser, Rear 
Riser

The Gelee Fish™ pads are 
suitable where extra cushioning is 
required on the shoulder or wither.
Also available:  
Front Riser 
Rear Riser

Non Slip Saddle 
Impression Pad
Hi-tech 
impression pad, 
superb non-slip 
saddle pad, 
cushioned for 
extra comfort 
with Sympa® 
underneath 
and Gel-Eze™ 
Impression pad 
on top.

Saddle and 
Wither Pads
Gel-Eze™ 
Saddle 
and Wither 
pads have 
the same 
impact 
absorbing 
properties 
as the  
Gel-Eze™ Under Bandage.

Non-Slip   Pad
Anti-slip, slim, 
lightweight, 
impact 
absorbing 
properties to 
reduce the risk 
of back and 
wither injury. 
Perforations 
allow air flow. 

4. Earplugs
A softer and more acceptable 
alternative for horses. Easy to 
insert. Can be trimmed to fit the 
ear. 
Colours Brown. 
One size fits all 

5. Breastplate 
Cover
Colours Natural

1
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FIRST AID

3. Grooming 
Mitts
Helps promote circulation. Cleans 
and polishes the skin. Double 
sided. 
Colours Black, Baby Blue, Baby 
Pink, Brown, Grey 
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KM ELITE Ultimate 
Event Grease
 

Easily applied Event Grease that has been 
infused with lavender and chamomile 
essential oils, which makes it kind to the skin 
(and leaves your hands smelling nice!)
It is long lasting and stays on when needed 
but not tacky so washed off when needed!
Tested by top riders.
Sizes 1lt, 2.5lt
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1. Robinson Animalintex
An impregnated multi-layered poultice and wound 
dressing for the treatment of equine and canine 
wounds.
Available in dressing or hoof shape. 

2. Robinson Activwash
 

Multi-purpose antibacterial cleanser, designed 
specifically for equine use.
500ml

Equiwrap
Equiwrap tears clean by hand, will not 
constrict, does not stick to skin or hair, will 
not shred and stays in place under the most 
adverse conditions. 
Various colours available subject to stock.

KM Elite Wrap
KM Elite Wrap tears easily by hand, will not tighten, does not 

stick to skin or hair and stays in place without adhesive.
Colours Black x 12, Blue x 12, Mixed x 12 - 2 rolls each of  

Black, Navy, Red, Pink, Orange, Neon Green

3. Robinson Cotton Wool
Specially blended for softness and absorbency.  
The drawstring top pack will help to keep the roll 
clean whether used in stables, home or veterinary 
surgery.
500g

4. Robinson Gamgee
Sizes 18”, 12”
500g

ALSO AVAILABLE AS 
SINGLE ROLLS

1

2
3

4
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HEALTH RANGE

1. Neo-Ice 
Equine Formula 
Recharge 
Solution Bottle
Recharge Solution bottle     
1200ml = 15 applications. 
Bottle has integral graduated 
measuring cell. 

Splintex
Silver: Formulated for use on 
fresh splints. Fresh splints may 
typically be up to 60 days after 
initial appearance. Total rest of 
the horse during treatment is very 
important. It should be applied 
very lightly and bandaged.
30ml Gold: Formulated for 
hardened splints and other 
indications such as curbs, spavins, 
thorough pins and windgalls. 
Requires no lay-ups, resting or 
bandaging and can be used without 
interruption during 
showing, 
conditioning 
and training. 
Will not 
irritate or 
blister. 
Applicator 
brush 
included.
60ml

Miracle Hoof 
Grow™
A topical 
preparation for 
helping promote 
the rapid growth 
of horses hooves. 
156g

Ritchey 
Purple 
Spray
Ever popular Purple 
Spray offering 
effective 
disinfecting of cuts 
and grazes.
500ml

Absorbine Liquid 
Embrocation
Veterinary Liniment speeds the natural 
process and brings instant warmth to 
overworked or strained muscles and 
joints by stimulating the flow of blood.  
It is also an antiseptic that helps prevent 
infection while healing minor cuts, 
bruises, abrasions, and relieving  
insect bites.
946ml, 3.8Ltr

3. Neo-Ice 
Equine Formula 
‘Ice-Pack’
Convenience pack contains          
2 bandages + 6 sachets =            
8 applications.

4. Neo-Ice Rapid 
Recovery Gel
Made with 100% organic 
Arnica Montana, Aloe Vera and 
Chamomile. This is a topical 
preparation for inflammation, 
strains, sprains and for bruises.

5. Neo-Ice 
Pack
The New Equine 
Ice Pack has 
conveniently 2 
bandages and 4 
bottles of recharge 
solution.

1

2

3
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2. Neo-Ice 
Equine Formula 
Bandage
Draws heat and reduces limb 
temperature by up to 10°C 
for 21⁄2 hours. For recovery 
from muscle, ligament and          
tendon injury.
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Soya Oil is a good source of slow release energy 
which can help improve coat condition and 
shine:
Superb source of non-heating energy
Rich in Omega fatty acids
Promotes and maintains healthy overall skin  

and coat condition
Sizes 5Ltr, 25Ltr

KM Elite   
Flaxseed Oil

Flaxseed (Linseed) Oil is a high quality 
cold pressed oil, rich in Omega 3, 6 & 

9. Benefits may include:
Anti inflammatory properties

Improved coat quality and shine
A safe slow release energy source 
which may help with weight gain

Sizes 1Ltr, 5Ltr, 25Ltr

KM Elite Cider 
Vinegar

Apple Cider Vinegar is unpasteurised, rich in 
minerals and trace elements. It is a natural 

tonic which:

Maintains vitality and coat condition
Is believed to aid circulation and joint 

conditions

Sizes 1Ltr, 5Ltr, 25Ltr

KM Elite Aloe Vera 
Juice
KM Elite use only the highest grade organic 
inner leaf in their Juice from the Aloe Vera 
plant:

Can benefit your horse with naturally 
occurring antioxidants, vitamins, enzymes 
and nutrients

Ideal to use as a tonic for run down, 
recovering, lethargic or older horses

Sizes 1Ltr, 5Ltr, 25Ltr
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IN CONJUNCTION WITH

KM ELITE      
ULTIMATE OIL
A perfectly blended high quality oil for 
the optimum health, appearance and 
well-being of your horse

Contains a sustainable source of 
essential oils of Coconut, Rice Bran, 
Flax Seed and Sea Buck

190+ bio-active nutrients and high 
ratios of Omegas 3, 6, 7 & 9

Formulated for all leisure and 
performance horses and ponies

Nourishes with essential fatty acids, 
minerals, antioxidants,  
and antibacterial nutrients 

May relieve itching and  
encourage hair growth

Sizes 1Ltr, 5Ltr & 25Ltr

 I’ve been using Ultimate 
Oil for several months now 
and am very pleased with it.           
I  believe it provides my horses 
with many extra vitamins and 
nutrients required by training 
and this has manifested itself 
in improved performance and 
peak condition.

Gary Moore  
Gary Moore Racing

I give all my horses KM Elite Ultimate Oil and 
Formula 1 Plus, to support and improve their 
general condition, and as a result our horses 
are excelling. My vet recommends Equine 
America’s products, and I have given Super So 
Kalm to Diablesse de Muze for several years, 
she is so much calmer when competing.

Joe Clee  
Show Jumper

ORGANIC
INNER LEAF
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Garlic
• Super concentrated, 10 times 

more effective than other garlic 
products at repelling flies and 
insects that bite

• Stimulates the appetite, 
supports respiratory health, 
maintains healthy blood 
pressure, contains 
antioxidants and assists  
the immune system

• Up to 100 days’ supply

Size 1Ltr

KM Elite Garlic 
Granules
• Strong variety of garlic, known for  

its beneficial and nutritional  
antioxidant properties

• Effective at repelling flies and 
insects that bite

• Stimulates the appetite, supports 
the respiratory and immune 
system, maintains healthy blood 
pressure

• A rich source of Allicin,  
Sulphur, B Vitamins  
and essential oils

Sizes 1kg, 3kg

KM Elite Health 
Range 30ml and 
25Lt Pump
Easy to use pump and tap, to 
reduce spillage and wastage 
of oils. 30ml pump fits onto           
5Lt bottle.

KM Elite 

Himalayan  
Salt Lick
Nutritional Analysis: Sodium  
390mg/g, Calcium 0.23mg/g. 
100% Pure Natural Himalayan 
Rock Salt. A source of essential 
vitamins and minerals.
1kg Small, 3kg Medium, 5kg 
Large
(approximate sizes due to natural 
product)

KM Elite 
Ultimate Treat
A delicious handy size treat for 
rewarding your horse or pony.

A complementary feed for 
equines, can be fed up to the 
equivalent of 40% of dietary dry 
matter.

KM Elite 
Orchard Treat
These new apple and pear 
flavoured treats come in 1.5kg 
bags, are great for a reward 
for your equine friend, and are 
palatable and smell delicious! 
They are also a good source of 
Omegas 3, 6 and 9.

GROOMING
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KM Elite Champion Sparkle & Shine
Provides an all over glossy shine to your horse’s coat, neck, plaits and 
quarters. It will enhance and sharpen any points, enriching the depth of 
colour and shine, resulting in the ultimate professional finish. Will even put a 
glisten into a grey’s tail. Quick and easy to use in final preparation. Excellent 
for ‘fixing’ quarter markings.

KM Elite Champion Highlighter
A clear facial highlighter which illuminates, enhances and defines eyes, 
muzzle and bone structure giving the finishing touch to show ring turnout. 
Creates an eye catching glisten and glimmer. A little goes a long way.
Accents eyes and muzzle, highlights facial bone structure
Contains sunscreen

Lavender Wash
With top grade essential lavender, 
natural herbal oils  
and extracts of coconut.
Refreshes and relaxes
Perfect for post exercise
Calms and soothes
Cleanses the coat
Helps sooth minor cuts  

and abrasions

Refresh Wash
With top grade essential 
spearmint and peppermint oils, 
and extracts of coconut.
Rejuvenates and cools
Perfect for post exercise
Refreshing on hot days
Cleanses the coat
Easily removes dirt and sweat

Citronella Wash
With top grade organic citronella  
and tea tree pure essential oil.
Refreshes and rejuvenates
Cleanses the coat
May help repel biting and 

stinging insects
Contains natural antiseptic 

qualities

KM Elite Champion Black,  
White & Bay
A professional concealer used to cover marks, last minute stains, 
scars and stray hairs, or to add definition to legs. To use, spray 
directly on to the coat or apply using a soft cloth, allow to dry 
for a few seconds, then brush off any excess. Champion Black, 
Champion Bay and Champion White dry to a matt finish. When 
dry, to enhance the shine on the body, sparingly apply a top coat 
of Champion Sparkle & Shine.

The ultimate showing and whitening products
Ideal for last minute show touch ups
Covers blemishes, marks, scars, stains and stray hairs
Champion Black and Champion Bay add definition to dark 

legs
Champion White whitens socks and eliminates yellow 

staining

Natural Hair 
Body Brush
A high quality traditional body 
brush made with two types 
of natural horsehair bristle. 
Beechwood backed with an 
adjustable leather strap with metal 
buckle. Medium / Large

Large Mane/Tail 
Massage Brush
This large paddle type brush 
is made from hardwood with 
‘wooden’ pegs. This is a 
great multi-use brush for both 
massaging the coat and for 
manes and tails. Comes with a 
hessian strap on the back and 
a leather loop for hanging the 
brush. Antistatic function.

Small Body 
Brush
Made from two types of natural 
horse hair bristle, but small in size 
for children or as a handy brush 
for using around the head.

Goat Hair Brush
These brushes are made from 
the softest goat’s hair – a quality 
brush that your horse will love. 
Use as an overall finishing 
brush. Available in Medium and 
Large. Webbing-strap to make it 
comfortable to hold. A fantastic 
brush for professional horse care 
and for final finish.
Sizes: S, M, L

Hoof Pick and  
Stud Spanner
A neat little dual  
purpose tool with  
leather hanging thong.

Borstiq Brush Range
The Borstiq range includes 

beautifully shaped, quality brushes 
made in Sweden, ergonomically 

designed for ease of use and 
extremely light to hold.

Borstiq Banana 
Brush Kit
 

Banana: Fine, Medium, Dandy
Medium Ergo Hair/Massage 

Brush
Hoof Pick with Stud Spanner
Hessian Bag

Borstiq Banana 
Brushes
Wooden backed. The Banana 
Brush is  
available in a choice of 3 bristle 
options:
Bassine natural brushes for the 

Dandy brush
Polypropylene bristles for the 

Medium finish
The softest horse hair bristles for 

the Finishing brush

Medium Ergo 
Hair/Massage 
Brush
Made from hardwood with ergo 
shaped handle and wooden pegs 
for bristles. Great for massage 
and on manes and tails. Also 
suitable for grooming cats and 
dogs.
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SoloComb III
Designed to allow you to trim 
and tidy your horses mane and 
tail without the need for painful 
pulling. Durable design – simple 
to use!

Oster Mane and 
Tail Brush
No more broken or                
pulled out hair with
this gentle mane
and tail brush.
Colours 
Pink, Blue
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Gel Mane and 
Tail Brushes and 
Hoof Picks
A specially designed comfortable 
handle and face lets you wash 
your horse’s mane and tail, and 
pick feet out, with ease.
Colours Grey, Purple

Mex Fibre Flick 
Brush
 

A multipurpose brush with 50mm 
long Mexican fibre, allowing deep 
grooming. Shaped for ease of use. 
Firm natural bristles.

Hoof/Bucket 
Scrub Brush
Ideal for naturally kept horses.  
Made from bassine, a naturally 
coarse fibre, this brush is tough 
and great for using on dirty feet 
and perfect for scrubbing out 
buckets. It also has a leather loop 
for hanging the brush.

Barefoot Hoof 
Pick  
and Brush
Designed to get stubborn grit and 
dirt out. Ideal for barefoot horses. 
Two grades of brush. Stiff side for 
grit, softer brush for legs.

Metal Curry 
Comb
The traditional, original curry 
comb is back! So easy to use 
when cleaning off body brushes.

Hoof Oil  
Clipper Brush
Ideal for applying hoof oil or 
cleaning your clippers.

Stubby Hoof 
Pick Brush
Ideal for applying hoof oil or 
cleaning your clippers.

Oster Mane and 
Tail Comb
Easily removes tangles from 
your horse’s mane 
and tail.
Colours  
Pink, Blue

Oster 
Hoof Pick
A strong, steel hoof 
pick with comfort 
handle.
Colours Blue

Oster Kits
7-piece grooming kits. Specially designed         
tools make grooming a pleasure, kits 
include: Mane and Tail Brush, Stiff Brush, 
Coarse Curry (Blue Kit), Fine Curry (Pink 
Kit), Soft Finishing Brush (Blue Kit), 
Face Grooming Brush (Pink Kit), 
Mane and Tail Comb, Hoof 
pick, Bag
Colours Pink, Blue

Oster Curry Combs and Brushes
Coarse: Coarse durable fingers, specifically designed to remove dust, 
dirt and crust from your horse’s coat. Fantastic for shedding out that 
winter coat and bringing out a gleaming shine.
Fine: Remove dirt and hair from the most sensitive areas of your 
horse’s face and legs with this fine fingered comb.
Face Grooming Brush: Specially designed for small and sensitive areas, 
and an easy grip handle will give your 
horse a comfortable groom.
Horse Hair Finishing Brush: Sturdy, easy 
to handle brush with soothing, natural 
soft bristles. Wonderful for bringing out 
your horse’s natural oils for a shiny, 
healthy looking coat.

Tubtrug Hoof 
Pick
Non-slip safety grip with integrated 
brush. Long lasting strong metal 
pick and hook hole in handle. 
Box of 18
Colours Blue, Green, Pink, Purple, 
Red, Yellow 
Subject to stock

Mega-Tek 
Rebuilder
Revitalises manes & tails, 
conditions 
bare spots.
Conditions 
and revitalises 
hooves with 
soft walls 
and cracks, 
corrects dry 
and damaged 
hooves.
473ml 

Magic Brush
A virtually indestructible,       
multi-purpose brush for horse or 
dog grooming. Great for cleaning 
hooves, bodies, shoes and 
sensitive areas. Easy to wash.
Packs of 3 brushes
Each brush is 16 x 6 x 3cm
 Choice of colours available

HorseShave
A safe and efficient way to 
remove unwanted hair from face 
and muzzle.
Strips of 12

SoloBrush
Brush your horse, twist when 
brush is full and the hair will drop 
from brush. Twist back again 
and begin brushing. Hygienic, 
adjustable, durable and easy to 
use.

SoloKit 

Solokit uses a clip-on holster  
and contains:
SoloComb 
SoloRake 
SoloBrush

SoloRake
A unique, double headed 
grooming rake. As you comb  
a pet’s coat, horse’s mane or  
tail, the rake easily removes hair. 
They are ideal for shaping, 
finishing, thinning and  
creating a hand stripped look. 
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1. Smart Tails Standard
The standard range is a plastic handled tool with a fixed blade. 
This is a disposable product and tidies 10-20 tails depending 
on how much needs to be done. These blades cannot be re-
sharpened. A full tail can be transformed to a ‘pulled’ tail ready for 
the show ring in minutes. 
Fine, Medium, Coarse

2. Smart Tails Easi Grip
The Easi Grip yellow handle range takes the same blades as the 
Professional Range but is finished with a plastic handle making the 
end price more competitive. For use on horses or pets. 
Spare blades available: Superfine, Fine, Medium, Coarse 

3. Smart Tails Professional
The Professional range has a wooden handle and a replaceable 
blade system with a nut and screw on the side of the head to allow 
the blade to be replaced when blunt, or interchanged with another 
grade of blade if required. 
Superfine, Fine, Medium, Coarse

4. Equi-Shave
Ideal for last minute tidying around your horse’s muzzle to take 
away whiskers and fine hair. Being slightly flexible they bend 
around the contours of the face. Disposable Scandinavian steel.
Single, Boxes of 50 

4. Smart Tails Replacement 
Blades 
Superfine are used mostly for finishing small 
show ponies or animals with small docks and 
very fine hair.
Fine blades are mostly used on tidy or fine hair. 
Great for really thick tails when a show or close 
finish is needed.
Medium blades are good for the average type of 
mane, tail or coat, medium to  
soft hair.
Coarse blades are for thick full tails, manes 
and thick coats. Will process a large amount 
of thick hair easily and efficiently leaving a 
tidy looking 
finish. 

5. Smart Manes
Using the same principle as the Smart Tails rakes, these have a slightly wider 
blade width of 3” and are brilliant on thick unruly manes, especially on natives 
and horses which are not going to be plaited. Takes replacement blades and is 
interchangeable. Choice of two blades: Course-Medium, Medium-Fine

6. Smart Coats 
Using the same principle as Smart Manes, these have a wider blade width of 
5”. Brilliant for removing the winter undercoat. Takes replacement blades and is 
interchangeable. They do not give a smooth clipped finish but do leave the coat tidy. 
Choice of 2 blades: Course, Fine

7. Curved Trimming Scissors
8. Double Leg Thinning Scissors
9. Curved Fetlock Scissors
10. Quick Unpick 
Makes un-plaiting easy. Ensures the mane doesn’t get cut whilst removing plaits.

12. Double Sided Mane Comb
Double sided for plaiting, pulling and quarter-marking. 

11. Quarter Marking Comb
Fine metal comb with plastic handle. Perfect size for quarter marking.

13. Velcro™ Cleaner
A Handy tool for cleaning hairs and rubbish from your Velcro fastenings.

14. Thinning Knife
Excellent for giving a mane a level finish without it looking like it has been cut and ideal 
for fine manes which just need shortening. Blades: Coarse, Fine

15.Clippersharp Fine Clipping Oil
 

This fine clipping oil is made with bactericide to help prevent cross infection. A 
gentle lavender scent provided by essential oils gives this clipping oil a pleasant 
aroma. Suitable for use with dogs, cats, horses and particularly animals with 
sensitive skin.
Suitable to use with all makes of clipper and blades. 250ml

Superfine

Fine

Medium

Coarse

Smart Tails Grooming range is made up of high quality 
grooming and trimming products to give your horse the 
professional competition finish! The trimming products are 
available in a range of different size and width for different 
hair types and different areas of the horse.
We stock the full range including the replacement blades.
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Quic
 

Quic Braid: Mane and tail control 
spray.

946ml, Refill 64oz

Quic Black: Colour intensifying 
shampoo for black horses.

946ml, Refill 64oz

Quic Silver: Colour Intensifying 
Shampoo for Greys.

946ml, Refill 64oz

Quic Color: Colour intensifying 
shampoo for chestnuts, bays and  
brown horses.

946ml, Refill 64oz

Absorbine 
Show 
Sheen
This non-sticky 
formula keeps 
manes and tails 
tangle-free and 
can last a full 
week with one 
application. Not 
an oil or cream 
rinse. Patented 
silicone formula. 
Reduces static 
electricity. Repels 
dust & dirt. Non-
toxic. Spray or 
refill available. 
946ml, 3.8Ltr

Orvus Paste
Orvus Paste is a neutral synthetic 
shampoo and extremely gentle 
detergent used to clean cattle  
and horses.

Absorbine  
Hoof Shine
Gives your horse’s hooves a 
magnificent mirror-like finish and 
dries in less than 60 seconds.

Colours Black, Clear

Ezee Groom
The Ezee Groom is an 
indispensable shedding tool 
designed for removing loose 
hair and dirt from your horse 
and/or dog without causing 
any discomfort.  Its simple and 
ergonomic design produces 
flawless results, rejuvenating even 
the thickest of coats and thinning 
out dead and shedding hair 
quickly and effectively.

Plaiting Bands
Eliminates tangles, pulling and 
split ends.

Silicon

Packs of 400

Colours Black, Brown, Chestnut, 
Grey, White

“ Only ‘Ultimate’ products will do 
for the ultimate show horse…
Vvivacious, Two Time British 
National Champion and 2017 
International Champion!“
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PRIMERA
LEATHERWORK

2

1. Cowboy Magic® Rosewater 
Shampoo and Conditioner 
An easy to use silk conditioner that produces great results.

Sizes: 16oz, Gallon 

2. Cowboy Magic® Shine In 
Yellowout® 
Neutralises yellow stains and brightens hair of all colours.

Sizes: 16oz, Gallon

3. Cowboy Magic® Detangler and Shine 
Will neutralise static hair electricity instantly. 
Sizes: 4oz, 16oz

4. Cowboy Magic® Green Spot Remover/Shower  in 
a Bottle 
Is easy to use and formulated to remove sweat, manure and urine spots instantly.

Sizes: 32oz, Gallon

5. Cowboy Magic® Extra Strength Human Dry Skin 
Lotion for Human Use
Helps turn ‘sun rough’ skin, baby soft! Formulated for ‘outdoor people’.

Sizes: 8oz, 16oz

6. Cowboy Magic® Super Bodyshine
Is formulated to reflect a spectrum of natural light.

Sizes: 32oz, Gallon
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cheekpieces for maximum comfort and fit. 
They are made with the innovative ‘one piece’ system where the noseband 
is integrated into the head piece for reduced movement and improved fit. 
The headpiece is shaped around the ears and poll for maximum comfort. 

KM Elite Training Bridles
Our brand new training bridle has been manufactured us-
ing the highest quality Italian leather, it is lightweight not 

only in feel but also look. 
Training Bridles come with half leather reins with stoppers.

Sizes Cob, Full  

KM Elite Competition
Bridles
Our brand new competition bridle has been designed 
using the highest quality Italian leather, it is lightweight, 
the crank noseband is padded around the chin for extra 
comfort. It is available in 2 sizes, colours and stitch styles. 
In contemporary contrast white stitch. Competition Bridles 
come with half leather reins with stoppers. 

Colours: Havana, Black                                              
Sizes: Cob, Full 

KM Elite
Grackle Bridles

Our grackle bridle is made of the highest quality Argentin-
ian leather with a soft sheepskin noseband. The grackle 

noseband is easy to fit and fully adjustable. In contempo-
rary contrast white stitch.

Colours: Havana, Black                                                 
Sizes: Cob, Full 

These leather reins with 
Biothane Grip are extremely 
popular among top riders.

The Biothane gives constant 
grip in all weather conditions 
and will not stretch or snap 

under pressure.

Benefits of Biothane
Mould Resistant

Reinforced                          
inner core increases                               

durability but doesn’t affect 
grip or flexibility

Easy to clean
Long Lasting

Smooth Grip   
Biothane Reins
Our smooth grip biothane reins 
have been designed for show 
jumpers and dressage riders, the 
16mm size has been a favourite of 
many top dressage riders - espe-
cially when using a double bridle.
Without Stoppers. 

Colours Black, Havana Width: 
16mm (black only) , 19mm 
With stoppers 
Colours Black & Brown Width: 
19mm

ProGrip 
Eventer Reins
The pimple Pro Grip Biothane in-
creases grip, flexibility and comfort 
when using the reins.

Colours Havana, Black 
Sizes Childs 16mm - 44’’ 48’’ 
(without stoppers)
Adults: 19mm - 54’’ (with and 
without stoppers)

Stirrup Leathers
Soft laminated stirrup leathers are durable without compromising style and quality. 
The soft leather reduces the risk of marking your saddle and boots. The lamination and nylon 
core also helps prevent the leather stretching over time.
Our innovative concave buckle is lightweight yet strong, and increases comfort for the rider.
Sizes 48’’, 54’’, 60’’ 
Colours Havana, Black 

MATCHING REINS
AVAILABLE

MATCHING REINS
AVAILABLE

All our leather has been tanned   
using vegetable oil which increases 
durability and longevity of the 
leather and colour.
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Our padded, anatomically shaped PG girth has been designed to allow free movement in 
the shoulder and decrease the risk of girth galls. The soft padded increases comfort for your 
horse and our high quality leather and stitching is durable and easy to clean! 
Colours Black, Havana,  
Sizes 44’’, 46’’, 48’’, 50’’, 52’’, 54’’, 56’’

KM Elite Padded Anatomic Dressage Girth
Our Anatomic dressage girth has been contoured to maximise the movement in the 
shoulder. It is made with super soft leather and elasticated straps for supreme comfort. 

Colour Black
Sizes 20’’-32’’

STRIDE FREE
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How the horse gallops under saddle is paramount to the impact 
of stride length. The research Peter has acquired with Equine 
Professionals worldwide has allowed him to reinvent the wheel of 
racing products.  
The Stride Free tree is a super strong synthetic 3/4 tree which is 
extremely flexible and allows the saddle to shape to the horse’s back. 
Tested for durability and strength the patent designed Stride Free  
range is designed to give ultimate comfort for the horse while in 
motion and ultimately can lead to an increase in stride length. 
Designed and manufactured in Melbourne, made from top quality 
leather, both race and exercise saddles are used in training barns and 
racetracks worldwide.

Winx, Longines World’s Best Racehorse 
wearing a StrideFree Deluxe 

SF Elite
The Stride Free Elite is a dressage saddle with 

the new Stride Free tree, but with the option 
of knee rolls on the outside of the saddle for 

that closer contact feel. Knee roll available in 
two different sizes. The ideal monoflap.

 

Colour Black (with Grey Stitching)
Size 17’’, 17.5”, 18’’

SF Kitzbuhel
The Stride Free Kitzbuhel, inspired by the 

beautiful town itself in Austria, is built using 
the Stride Free dressage tree. Ideal for the 

rider with its unique design and shaped 
dressage flap.

Colour Black 
Size 17’’, 17.5”, 18’’

SF Geneva
The Stride Free Geneva is a dressage saddle manufactured 
using the Stride Free tree, offering optimum comfort for horse 
and rider.

Colour Black 
Size 17’’, 17.5”, 18’’

STRIDE FREE DRESSAGE SADDLES
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SF Melbourne 
Monoflap

This saddle has been refined for close 
contact, with the stirrup bar alignment 

supporting the mobility and forever changing 
gravity of the rider to suit his or her position.

Colour Brown
Size 17”, 17.5”, 18”

SF Melbourne 2
The Stride Free Melbourne 2 has 
been specially designed with a close 
contact fit to allow the rider to feel 
the horse underneath them and 
create balance when jumping.
Colour Chestnut
Size 17”, 17.5”, 18” 

Peter Horobin Bridle
This ergonomic, padded bridle has been designed by Peter Horobin himself. 
Made from high quality German leather, with a contoured padded headpiece, it is fully adjustable on both 
sides with extra padding in the browband and nose band offering added comfort for your horse. It comes 
with matching soft leather reins with stoppers. 

Colour Black
Size Full, Warmblood

Peter Horobin Leather Care
Peter Horobin Leather care has been manufactured using 
the highest quality ingredients to protect your tack. Peter 
Horobin has been using these products for over 15 years, so 
they have been tried and tested by the manufacturer himself!

All the saddle cleaning products you need to keep your 
saddle clean and nourished.
 

Bense & Eicke Saddle Soap
Bense & Eicke Leather Oil
Bense & Eicke Leather Cream

SHOW JUMPING SADDLES

StrideFree    
Equestrian                
By Peter Horobin 
Saddlery
Designed and manufactured by renowned 
Australian saddler Peter Horobin, the Stride 
Free range are a range of equestrian saddles, 
which can be adapted to suit the horse’s 
forever changing shape. Fully adjustable on 
site, these saddles can be custom made to 
suit horse and rider and include revolutionary 
technology to allow freedom of movement 
and stride. With a lifetime warranty on the 
tree, the design has evolved from over 35 
years of study into equine biomechanics to 
develop a solution not only for the horse but 
comfort for the rider, allowing women to ride 
‘pain free’. Stride Free offers closer contact 
with the horse and the benefits of a correctly 
fitting saddle. Endorsed by Equine Health 
professionals worldwide. Talk to one of our 
Saddle Fitters to arrange an assessment    
and trial.
All saddles can be Custom made to suit 
horse and rider
(N.B. 3 Month Delivery time from Australia).
Matching bridles also available.SADDLE ASSESSMENTS AND TRIALS AVAILABLE BY 

OUR QUALIFIED & EXPERIENCED SADDLERS

MATCHING SF 
ELITE SADDLE
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Stride Free Jockey Saddle
This saddle offers a large load bearing area, increased freedom of shoulder movement and can lengthen 
the stride. The unbreakable tree flexes with the horse’s back shape and resists even a car driving over it.
There are 2-4 exchangeable girth billets and an antislip-bottom. Available in black with multiple colour lin-
ing choices, 600g+ saddles available with lead-pockets,
4 standard sizes 350-400g / 600-700g / 1000-1100g / 1900-2000g 
Please contact our office for size and colour options. Prices change with size/weight
Please note, most saddles will be specially ordered for customers so it may take a couple of weeks to arrive.

Stride Free Exercise Saddle
 

The innovative Stride Free tree design allows freedom of movement for the horse. The tree sits either side 
of the wither, and flexes with the horse’s back. It offers a large load bearing area, increased freedom of the 
shoulder movement which in turn can lengthen stride.
The seat has extra padding for riding comfort, stainless steel stirrup bars with a safety clip. 
Colours Black, Havana, Newmarket  

AERO 195g

 I have been absolutely blown 
away by the difference riding 
in a Stride Free saddle has 
made to the ride the horses 
give! They are so much freer 
in their movement and I can 
really notice the difference in 
their stride length! 

Jamie Moore  
Jockey
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Exercise girth 
Elasticated Atherstone synthetic girth, with 
softy padding. Colours match Stride Free 
Saddles. Anatomically shaped to allow free 
movement in the shoulder. 
Colours Black, Havana 
Sizes 48’’, 50’’

Equus Race Reins
British made premium quality racing reins. Equus leather race 
reins have been designed using hard wearing, durable thick 
rubber for extra grip. The rubber is set back 12’’ from the bit 
ensuring grip even when riding short. The reins are stitched 
with strong, thick thread to reduce the chance of stretching 
or breaking. They are made with billet buckle bit attached to 
conform to racing standards. 
Colour Havana with Traditional Equus Orange 
Size 58”

Kriss Race Reins
 

These race reins have been developed specifically for racing. 
The wide rubber grip offers supreme grip in all weathers. The 
buckle is racing standard. These are also great for eventers 
going cross country.
Colour  Orange/Havana 
Size 58”

RIDER ESSENTIALS
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Cush Grip Dressage Whip
Size 110cm    Colour Silver Braided - Black, Purple, Pink, Blue, Silver

Dressage Whip
Size 110cm    Colour White Crystal, Blue Crystal, Pink Crystal, Multi Crystal, Preciosa

Jump Whip
Size 50cm    Colour White Crystal, Blue Crystal, Pink Crystal, Purple Crystal, Preciosa, Felt Crystol

Silver Braided Dressage Whip
Sizes 110cm    Colour Black, Purple, Pink, Blue, Silver, Red

Deluxe Balance Dressage Whip
Sizes 110cm    Colour X Rubber Grip - Black

Deluxe Balance Dressage Whip with Split Flap
Sizes 110, 120cm    Colour X Rubber Grip - Black

DRESSAGE WHIPS

CRYSTAL GRIP WHIPS
We manufacture a wide range of whips from lunge to junior 
to dressage, with different lengths, colours and weights all at     
affordable prices.
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X Rubber Grip Jump Whip
Size 50cm    Colour X Rubber Grip - Black

3 Colour Jump Whip
Size 50cm    Colour Blue/White/Black

3 Colour Racing Whip
Size 65cm    Colour Blue/White/Black

Padded Event Bat
Size 60cm    Colour Black

JUMP WHIPS JUNIOR WHIPS

LUNGE WHIPS
Silver Braided Balanced Lunge Whip
Size 200cm     Colours Black, Purple, Hot Pink, Royal Blue

Cush Grip Whip
Size 60cm    Colours Black, Silver Grey, Royal Blue, Hot Pink, Purple, Orange

Black Grip Whip
Size 60cm     Colours Black, Purple

Silver Braided Jump Whip
Size 60cm     Colours Royal Blue, Purple, Silver Grey, Hot Pink

Telescopic Lunge Whip
Size 200cm (95cm when retracted)    Colour Black

Deluxe Junior Balance Dressage Whip
Sizes 80cm    Colour X Rubber Grip - Black, Purple

Deluxe Junior Balance Dressage Whip with Split Flap
Sizes 70cm    Colour X Rubber Grip - Black

TELESCOPIC STEM
EASY TO STORE
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Pro Grip
 

Our ProGrip gloves are made with high quality and light-
weight material which fits closely, without restricting move-
ment. 
Extra soft washable material
Excellent durability
Anti-stain
Reinforced high wear areas
Colours Black, White 

All Rounder
 

Classic comfort fit glove for all disciplines
Excellent Grip
Sweat absorbing palm
Velcro fastening for extra comfort
Superior close fit
Colours Royal Blue, Purple, Black, Blue Navy

Wet Grip
 

This innovative glove has been designed to provide superior 
grip in all weather conditions.

The specialist material becomes tacky when wet, avoiding 
the reins slipping through your hands!

All weather Grip
Lightweight, breathable material

Elasticated, Velcro fastening
Colours Black

HI GRIP GLOVE COLLECTION

Sizes 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5, 9.5
Pro Grip and Wet Grip also available in size 10 
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Horseman’s One 
Step
Releases deep-down dirt and grime, 
gently lifting it away, then preserves 
and conditions the leather to 
keep it soft and 
pliable. This unique 
cream conditioner 
penetrates leather 
to protect it against 
mould, drying and 
cracking while leaving 
a beautiful satin 
sheen, all in one easy 
step. 
Sizes 425g, 
3.2kg, 236ml 
Spray R
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KM Elite 
Impulsion 
Roller Ball Spur
A great spur for those 
horses that just 
need a subtle cue.            
Top-quality 
stainless steel.

Spur Straps
Leather or braided

Tush Cushion®

Gives relief only where you need 
it, allowing you to ride comfortably 
for hours. Adjustable nylon 
straps prevent sliding and shifting 
problems.
Sizes English, Western,  
Western Long

British Dressage 
Preliminary 
Tests
The Approved Official British 
Dressage Tests with Diagrams for 
current year, A4 size, laminated 
and in a clear and concise layout.
All levels available

Equidisc
Flexible white plastic bridle 
number holder, approved by 
British Dressage for competition 
use. Fits onto any strap up to 3/4” 
wide without having to undo tack. 
Reusable, includes plastic storage 
case. Available in 3 or 4 numbers, 
subject to stock.

Sporty Haft -  
Sticky Bum 
Spray
Can be used for 
all disciplines. 
Helps improve 
your leg and seat 
position and gives 
you optimum grip 
on the saddle  
and flaps.

Tornado Gloves
Unique multi-purpose equestrian 
gloves. Made from 100% nitrile 
coating making them the 
toughest, thinnest and most 
versatile glove on the market.  
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL

Royal Rider 
Stirrups
Made from super-light poly nylon 
with interchangeable rubber and 
‘cheese-grater’ treads.
Colours Black, Grey
Jump 25-43⁄4, Jump 25S-41⁄2,  
Jump 25 Flexi, Royal Rider Evo 80, 
Royal Rider T3 Offset

Traditional Polo Belts
 

Our KM Elite Polo Belts are made from the 
highest  quality buffalo leather, they are dura-
ble and long lasting without comprising style. 
They are available in 8 colours, two different 
widths and sizes ranging from 75 -105cm
Colours 

Medical Armband
 

Totally Smart medical armband is made from 
strong plastic with an elasticated adjustable 
strap that will fit children and adults.
It has a printed medical card which needs to 
be completed before competing.

Contemporary 
Belts

 

Black leather and nicke buckle.
3 colours, 2 widths 75 - 115 cm

5 cm increments.

11 STYLISH COLOURS 
TO CHOOSE FROM

KM Elite’s high quality, Argentinian polo belts are made of durable 
leather and available in 11 stylish colours and a wide range of sizes to 
suit your riding wardrobe. We also have 4 different Argentinian Head 
collars to match your belt!

Porterhouse
Original
Blush

Ice Cool

Original
Hot Pink/Black

Ebony

Traditional
Ebony
Duke

Sapphire

Colours
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STABLE AND YARD

KM Elite Sports Socks
 

Our tall, stretch socks have been specially designed using a 
lightweight, thin material to maximise comfort and fit under 
your riding boots, but have a reinforced cotton toe and heel 

for improved shape and comfort.
2 Per pack.

Colours Royal Blue, 
Purple, Black, Blue Navy

Sizes Small (3-6uk), Large (7-11uk) 

KM Elite Lite Sport 
Socks
Thin and breathable socks with reinforced  
foot. Super lightweight leg and are perfect for 
both competition and leisure wear.

3 Per pack. 

Colours Black/Grey
Sizes Small (3-6uk), Large (7-11uk) 

Drybrow Hat Liner
 

Drybrow is a slimline liner that fits discreetly inside the front 
of your riding hat. It wicks away and prevents the build up 
of sweat on the inside of your hat. Drybrows are made of a 
super absorbent polymer and permeable paper which ensures 
that they soak up sweat and hold moisture. 
Simple, easy-to-use and affordable
Used and recommended by many professional riders for  
day-to-day and competition use
Super lightweight 
Very discreet 
Available in packs of 10

Optimum Stop Watches
 

Designed to be big and bold in the event market, also ideal for  Carriage Driving Trials and Pony Club 
Events.
Massive LCD display - the 38mm x 20mm viewing area has digits 16mm high
Compact & Comfortable - For a timer with such a big display the watch is very compact
Counts up in minutes and seconds and the alarm sounds 4 beeps on every full minute
Water-Resistant Case - Guaranteed (10m depth)
Compact event watches also availab  

NOW AVAILABLE WITH 
USB CHARGE

WITH PADDED
COMFORT SOLE
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Jumbo Haynet
 

Extra strong JUMBO size  
Haynet 48” with 2” holes

Colour Navy Blue

KM Elite Extra Strong 40” 
Deluxe Haynets
Probably one of the strongest, most durable and luxurious 
hay nets on the market today. The KM Elite Deluxe Haynet 
is made of polyethylene, steel rings/hooks and other thicker 
than normal materials, to ensure it will weather harsh 
seasonal conditions and general usage, year after year.  
Hole size 2” 
Capacity 6.5kg 
Colours Black, Hot Green, Hot Orange, Hot Pink, Navy Blue, 
Pastel Blue, Purple, Raspberry, Red, Yellow 

Elim-A-Net™
 

Much more than your average haynet! The ‘Inner Net 
Design’™ creates a physical barrier which alters the shape 
and size of the holes, compared to a standard haynet, to 
prevent rapid forage consumption and over eating. Elim-a-
Net™ is an ideal solution for feeding greedy or overweight 
horses and ponies, those suffering from/prone to laminitis, 
as well as easing boredom and helping to alleviate vices 
in horses stabled for longer periods of time and horses on 
box rest.

Elim-a-Net™ is suitable for use with hay and haylage.
• Maintining a healthy digestive system
• Prolonging feeding time
• Eliminating the need for double netting
• Preventing overfeeding
• Less mess
• Cost effective
• Extra strong with metal rings top and bottom

Sizes Horse, Cob, Pony
Colours Black/Green, Black/Red, Black/Blue

KM Elite Extra Strong 40” 
Two Colour Haynets
Hole size: 2” 
Capacity 6.5kg
Colours: Black/Hot Green, 
Black/Hot Pink, Black/Pastel Blue

KM Elite 23” Small
  

Travel/Pony Haynets
Ideal for laminitic horse or ponies and  

ideal to keep in your lorry for travelling.
Hole size 1.5”

Colours Black, Hot Green,  
Hot Pink, Navy Blue, Purple

Equi-Ping!
Equi-Ping is a safety tether release for horses and ponies.
This new product comes in a range of colours and is a must have piece of safety kit.
Directions for use Simply attach Equi-Ping to the metal ring on your stable wall, horsebox or trailer, 
then tie your horse’s leadrope to it. If your horse or pony panics and 
pulls back, the Equi-Ping is designed to ‘ping’ open when 
a certain stress point is reached to help avoid injury to 
the horse. The Equi-Pings are designed to be used 
with all four prongs fully engaged, however if 
you have a smaller pony or you would like less 
force to be applied to open it then we suggest 
you engage only three prongs. The safety 
mechanism is easy to open and close. Leadropes 
smoothly slip through the Equi-Ping making for 
ease of use. It’s designed to be re-used.
Colours Black, Blue, Green, Pink, Purple, Red, 
Yellow

KM Elite Bungee Ties
The highest quality bungee ties available on 
the market today. 23” long, made from 1/2” 
bungee cord, fitted with a quick-release panic 
snap one end and a bull snap on the other. 
Designed so that the quick release panic 
mechanism can be manually undone, even if 
the horse pulls back. As always, only ever tie 
up a horse for short periods, and NEVER leave 
unattended.

Colours Burgundy, Black, Grey, Hot Green, 
Hot Orange, Hot Pink, Hunter Green, Navy 
Blue, Pastel Blue, Purple

ACQUIRED AND 
DISTRIBUTED BY KM ELITE
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Tubtrugs® have long been a firm favourite with 
equestrian lovers. Great for all manner of jobs, both 
inside and out of the stable. Tubtrugs® are resiliant, 
versatile, made from 100% pet safe plastic and can 
stand up to the toughest and most demanding 
of punishment that your 4 legged friend can 
dish out. Also useful for many household 
jobs such as laundry baskets and for 
gardening.

Sizes  
Micro: 0.37Ltr, Mini: 5Ltr 
14Ltr, 26Ltr, 38-42Ltr, 75Ltr 
Shallow: 15Ltr, 35Ltr

2. Tubtrugs® Lids
A useful see through rigid lid for keeping the contents 
of your Tubtrug contained. Also enables you to stack 
your Tubtrugs.

Sizes S, M (also fits 15L Shallow), L

3. Tubtrugs®               

General Purpose 
Feed Scoop
Moulded as one piece for added  
strength. The handle is on the top  
rather than behind for ease of  
scooping and emptying every last  
drop! Scald with hot water and  
detergent to clean.

Colours Grey, Hot Green, Hot Pink, 
Purple

ALL TUBTRUG PRODUCT 
COLOURS ARE SUBJECT TO 
AVAILABILITY

Black Rubber Skips
The absolute classic Tyre Rubber product. Super 
flexible and strong, and heavy enough not to blow 
away in the wind. For the past 25 years these skips 
have been the standard by which all other feed skips 
are measured. It can be rolled on without damage to 
skip or livestock!

Tyre Rubber won’t crack in the frost or degrade in 
sunlight, and can be scalded for cleansing.

Sizes S,M,L

Tubtrug Drip Feeder
A great toy for horses on box rest, in the field or as 
a long lasting treat in the stable. Does not roll away 
too fast making it safer than previous designs of drip 
feeders. Stimulates natural 
grazing and can relieve 
stress and boredom. 
Made from high quality, 
food grade material.

Tubtrug® Multi 
Purpose Bin 
100Ltr
The Tubtrug® Multi Purpose 
Bin has a capacity of 100Ltr, is 
robust and very hard wearing. The 
raised footer means it won’t wear 
through quickly when dragged.
Keeps wet things wet and dry 
things dry. Padlock and chain 
can be looped through handle 
to prevent contents spilling if 
knocked over. Lid clips securely 
in place.  
Hard-wearing 
and sturdy 
construction.

Equine Speedskip
The Equine Speedskip is a British made product which allows you to 
perform the mucking out process more quickly and effectively. The rake 
is the correct length to get the necessary pressure needed to remove the 
manure whilst minimising the strain on your wrist, elbow, shoulder and 
back. In a short space of time you will become very quick at mucking 
out, reducing bedding wastage and saving you lots of time and energy. 
More time for riding!

Ideal for surfaces such as:
Shavings, Straw, Hemp, Paper, Concrete Yards, Grass, Paddocks, Arena 
Surfaces
Innovative design:
Easygrab rake - reduces bedding waste as it is easy to remove only 
the manure, leaving the 
bedding intact. Quick and 
cost effective.
Large skip:
Generous sized skip with 
wide opening for ease of 
filling, and fewer trips to 
the wheelbarrow.
Quick and easy to use:
Made from robust 
materials designed to 
meet a demanding 
workload.Saves time.
Reduces bedding costs.
Easy storage:
Keeps the rake with the 
skip using the Speedskip 
slot.

Tubtrug® 90Ltr 
Multi-Tub™  
Circular or 
Rectangular
Multi-Tubs™ are an excellent 
range of large rigid containers. 
The 100% recycled material will 
not crack in frost or degrade in 
sunlight, making them perfect for 
outdoor use. They are ideal as small 
ponds or reservoirs. Other uses are 
hydroponics, mortar tubs, garden 
wet areas, patio planters, animal 
troughs, waterfowl paddlers, aquatic 
plant containers etc.
Colour Black

Tubtrug® Tidee - 
Manure Scoop
Lift manure from your stable, 
field or arena into a wheelbarrow 
without bending! This item will 
really help you save on bedding.
Perfect for many uses in gardens, 
farms and stables. The Tubtrug® 
Tidee comes complete with a 
rake. Why not match them to your 
Tubtrug®!
Strong, lightweight and easy to 
clean.
Colour: Baby Blue, Grey, Hot Pink, 
Pistachio, Purple

Tubtrug® 
Shovels
Easy-to-use, lightweight but 
durable. Ideal for shovelling muck, 
foodstuffs and even rubble!
Colours: Grey, Pistachio, Hot Pink, 
Purple, Sky Blue 

1
2

3
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Gorilla Broom 
Handles
Sold separately so that you can 
customise your broom as you like. 
The new style handles are now 
50% stronger than before but are 
still compatible with the old style 
heads. 
Colours Yellow, Purple,  
Pink, Pistachio
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Borstiq Stable 
Broom Rake
Multi-functional broom 
suitable for both indoor 
and outdoor use. Ideal for 
picking up pet hair from 
carpets, and particularly 
good for sweeping on 
rubber matting. Light 
to use, telescopic 
tubular metal 
handle, fully 
adjustable and 
ideal for all 
arm lengths.

1. Economy Yard 
Broom
A good all round stiff yard broom.

Sizes 12”, 16”, 20”

2. Bassine Broom
Suitable for all yard surfaces.
 

3. Yard Flick
Designed to have a real ‘flick’ action 
to give your yard a spotless finish.

Light to hold  
and use. 

Sizes 10”, 14”

Yard Broom XL 
Black Bristles
20” wide head  
nylon bristles.  
Wooden handle  
and steel clamp. 
Length 150cm

Gorilla Broom 
Heads
 

The new Gorilla Yard broom has long 
bristles with a non-clog technology, 
moulded scraper and recessed socket 
for a strong handle connection.
Sizes 50cm and 30cm
Colour Grey

The Poly Yard 
Broom
The new Poly Yard broom has 
extremely useful and extra-long 
flexible bristles which enable you to 
reach into cracks and crevices for a 
thorough clean. 

Size 37cm
Colour Grey

Snow/Grain 
Shovel
A large, durable 
shovel with a 
28” ash stem, 
ABS head and 
PYD hilt.
Colours Grey, 
Pink

1. Future Fork
The world’s strongest shaving fork! Long, comfortable 
aluminium ‘D’ grip handle, allows a superior work posture, 
reduces strain on the back. Ultra lightweight (only 0.9kg) 
strengthened polymer heads with angled sides and rear keeps 
the load in place. 
Colours Red, Green, Blue, Pink, Lilac, Black 

2. Borstiq Farmers Broom
 

Undoubtedly the best stable broom on the market.            
This broom gives a real flick action and gives the yard a 
spotless finish. Light to hold and use. 50cm wide. 130cm long 
nylon black bristles, close set for the best reach.

3. Corn Brooms
This lightweight corn broom is made of 
100% natural fibre and is particularly good 
for sweeping out the nooks and crannies 
as well as general yard use.  

Child’s corn broom
Original corn broom
Mega corn broom
Polo corn broom

Future Witch 
Broom
More effective than a conventional 
brush.Traditionally made and relied 
upon for centuries especially for a 
leaf sweeper, clearing worm casts, 
spreading molehills and keeping 
pathways clear of weeds with its 
ability to probe.
It is especially useful for  
brushing tiles, patio slabs 
and sweeping rough 
surfaces.

1

2

3

1

2

3

NEW POLO                  
CORN BROOM
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McNasty 
A powerful anti- 
chewing spray.

Absorbine Ultra 
Shield
Technically advanced  
insecticide and  
repellant that gives  
ultimate protection  
for up to 14 days.  
Water-based  
formulation has 3  
active ingredients  
and 2 sunscreens  
and scented with  
citronella.
946ml

REPELS FLIES 

Special Shavings Fork
Colours Pink, Purple, Red, Orange, Green, Blue, Black
Bentwood handle 120cm long 
Quality plastic head 38cm wide 30 long.

Manure Forks 
Four Prong 48” 
Four Prong 
T-Handle
Self coloured comfortable grip, 
lightweight, well balanced with 
strong spring steel prongs.
Colours Grey, Pink, Purple,  
Sky Blue
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A blend of high quality oils which provide more than 190  bio-
active nutrients including healthy ratios of Omega 3, 6, 9 and 
rare Omega 7.  
It is perfectly blended for the  
optimum health, appearance and well-being of your dog. 
K9 Ultimate Oil has an effective immune boosting formula, 
with the added benefit of soft-tissue healing.
Size 500ml

Ultimate Oil for   
Working Dogs

Extra strength formula with added rosemary 
to help aid the immune system and recovery 

from injury.
Size 500ml

Rice Brain Flax Seed Sea Buckthorn Coconut

Rosemary

K9 Turmeric Vitality
 

Used to give support to joints, skin, digestion and the 
liver. K9 Elite’s Turmeric is ready to use and fully balanced, 
it contains ingredients to help with maximum absorption.     
The active ingredient in turmeric is curcumin, it is a specific 
phytochemical and is known for it’s effectiveness as:
Anti-Inflammatory
Liver Detoxifier
Antioxidant
Size 450g 

Canine Aloe Vera
(Inner Leaf Only)
This high quality juice offers an all round boost to the 
animal’s immune system and well being. It can also 
work as a tonic for older or run down dogs.
Only the highest grade organic inner leaf of the Aloe 
Vera Plant has been used in this product.
Some of the reported benefits include 
Aiding digestive health
May improve skin hydration, increasing recovery speed     
from injury
Size 500ml

Turmeric

Aloe Vera

Ultimate Flex
Feline & Canine Ultimate Flex from the makers of Cortaflex 
offers amazing value for money to 
maintain good joint health, and offer vitality for dogs and 
cats of all ages and breeds.
Size 160g

Ultimate Flex for             
Working Dogs

Specially formulated for working dogs or animals with more 
serious joint issues. If your dog is suffering from sore or stiff 
joints, then K9 Elite Ultimate Flex for working dogs could be 

the perfect supplement. A combination of premium Cortaflex 
HA with Superfenn, it provides a natural anti-inflammatory 

to promote sound joint health. This formula offers a safe 
and natural alternative to provide your working dog with joint 

comfort and to support and promote better mobility.
Size 270g

    K9 Elite products are fantastic.Toby has always 
had tummy problems, and since he has been 
taking Turmeric Vitality he is barely ever having 
issues anymore! The Ultimate Flex has given him 
an extra spring in his step and I’ve noticed such an 
improvement in him since he’s been taking this!

Jess Martin
Owner of Toby, K9 Elite’s sponsored dog 
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POINT-TWO
RANGE

My choice is always Formula1 with Cortaex. 
It is essential that my horses arrive at 
a competition in peak condition, and I 
have noticed a big improve-ment since 
introducing formula one into their diet. This 
feed supplement contains six of Equine 
America’s top performance products in one 
easy to feed pellet.

Steven Franks
International Show Jumper
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Safety Overview

 “I literally owe my life to Point-Two Air Jackets. 
I had a horrific fall in 2013 and doctors said 
my air jacket saved my life!  
I can’t recommend them enough!”

Laura Collett
International Event Rider

ProAir
•  The straps are adjustable on both sides for a more 

customizable fit.

•  Every jacket has a level 1 foam pad behind the trigger and 
on the opposite side for extra coverage.

•  There is also a pocket for a foam pad at the back, giving 
you the option to add even more spine protection. 

PS-RS Hybrid 

The P2-RS is built on the “chassis” of the 
Racesafe body protector with the added 

protection of Point-Two air vest technology 
incorporated into the garment. This vest 
is approved for use in competitions and 

endorsed by top event riders.

Soft Shell 

By popular demand, we have created an air jacket that is 
discreet, stylish and versatile for virtually any activity. The 
Point-Two Soft Shell is identical to any other soft shell jacket 
with one major difference - it has the Point-Two airbag 
integrated into the jacket. A great safety alternative for 
riders who simply want to look stylish.

Now with a removable airbag liner for the convenience of 
easy washing at home.New pleat 

 neck for extra  
comfort and  

protection

The finest  
British 
engineering

Simple  
bayonet  
trigger  
system

Level 1 foam  
for additional  
protection

INFLATION TIME
MAXIMUM

 0.080
 sec

Inflation  
speed now  
20% faster

Release  
valve for fast  

deflation

Our vests provide enhanced protection to all the 
major thoracic and upper abdominal organs.  When 
the rider is unseated or thrown from a horse, the 
pressure on the lanyard activates the CO2 canister 
and causes the Point-Two air vest to inflate in under 
1/10 second to absorb shock, distribute pressure and 
support the rider’s spinal column.  

It also offers support to: 

Collar of the neck
Ribs
Coccyx
Vital organs

It even helps to guard against crushing injuries in 
the event of a rotational fall. When triggered, air 
vests hold the rider tight for 15-20 seconds and 
then slowly deflate over 2-3 minutes. While the 
jacket is inflated, the rider will continue to have full 
movement of their waist, arms and legs, and partial 
movement of the head.

Our jackets have been rigorously assessed by 
leading test facilities across the UK and in Europe to 
obtain the required safety certificates, and in some 
cases have exceeded those exacting standards. 

Spine Defence
The Point-Two air vest worn alone provides 
approximately 45% more protection for the lower 
spine than a Level 3 body protector alone.

Reduce Organ Damage
Reduces the risk of rib fractures and underlying 
organ damage, by as much as 20%, with or without 
a traditional body protector.

Chest Impact 
In a test scenario (see www.point-two.co.uk for 
details) the Point-Two air jacket reduced levels of 
chest compression seen in severe chest impact by 
more than 55% of those seen during an unprotected 
fall resulting in a chest impact.

Optimum Protection
Point-Two recommends that the ProAir is worn with 
a traditional body protector for optimal protection.

CE-Marked
Certified under European Personal Protective 
Equipment (PPE) legislation.

The Point-Two air jacket almost eliminates the risk 
of severe and life threatening chest injury for a 
horse fall resulting in a severe chest impact (in this 
particular test scenario).
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Point-Two Canisters
Replacement or extra canister that fits your Point-Two air 
jacket. Canisters are available as 50cc or 60cc. Please 
ensure you select the correct one for your jacket type.

•  The 60cc canisters fit: Adult ProAir S, M, L, XL / Child ProAir 
L / P2RS Adult XS, S, M, L, XL / PointTwo Model D.

•  The 50cc canisters fit: Child ProAir M, S / Child Hybrid XL / 
Hippios (all sizes).

•  There are two fitment types - SCREW fitting and BAYONET 
fitting.

•  All jackets supplied before 1 October 2012 will be the screw 
fitting type.

Foam Back Pad
For additional 
spine 
protection 
– fits ProAir 
and Hunter 
models post 
2012 - Meets 
EN 1621-2 
standard.

Saddle 
Attachment
Adjustable nylon stirrup strap that 
loops between the stirrup hooks - 
complete with ‘D’ ring.

Bungee Lanyard

 “The P2-RS is comfortable and 
much more convenient than using 

an air jacket and body protector 
separately. I feel safe in a Point-

Two.”

Oliver Townend
International Event Rider

EQUINE AMERICA
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Chondroitin, Glucosamine or Cortaflex®

Facts about joint cartilage

Joint cartilage is not directly connected to any blood 
vessels so all the nutrients that the cartilage needs 
for good health have to be small enough to pass 
through cellular walls to benefit the joint tissue.

The Cortaflex® difference 

Cortaflex® was formulated around the theory that 
smaller molecules are more likely to be absorbed 
through cellular walls than larger ones and, therefore, 
contains the micro sized key active isolates of 
Chondroitin and Glucosamine.  Cortaflex® should 
not be confused or compared with the many joint 
supplements that rely on the larger sized Chondroitin 
and Glucosamine molecules. These supplements 
generally state that it may take several weeks before 
there is any improvement in joint mobility.

By contrast, The Horse Journal reported that horses 
on Cortaflex® showed dramatic results in as little as 
three days!

Hyaluronic Acid and ASU
Cortaflex® is fortified with Hyaluronic Acid (HA) and 
ASU for even greater benefit to the joints, particularly 
those that have experienced excessive wear and tear.

Hyaluronic Acid is a major component of synovial 
fluid which is essential for providing the joints with 
lubrication and the cartilage with nutrients. The 
Hyaluronic Acid used in Cortaflex is of vegetable 
origin and has a low molecular weight of less than 
fifty thousand Daltons which is believed to make it 
readily absorbed, providing Hyaluronic Acid to the 
joints in a non-invasive way.

Avocado Soya Bean Unsaponifiable (ASU) is a wholly 
natural substance that in recent clinical trials has 
been shown to support horses’ joints, particularly in 
older horses and those experiencing heavy work load.

Constant pounding on artificial, hard or heavy 
ground is very demanding on joints - even hacking 
can cause abnormal wear and tear. Feeding a 
proven joint supplement can help to redress the 
balance and support healthy joint function.

The Cortaflex® Hypothesis 
is small molecules are more 
likely to pass through cell  
walls and into the joints.
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BRUCE SNIPES:  
An extraordinary man from Aiken, South Carolina, USA 

Over the last forty years, Bruce has pioneered the 
development of food supplementation for horses, 
including the first use of electrolytes and of biotin 
for hooves. In recent years, he created Cortaflex®, 
which is now the number one product for joint 
supplementation.

Cortaflex® is now used by leading riders and 
trainers across the world and in all equine 
disciplines, and was successfully tested by the 
Veterinary Medical Research Centre at Michigan 
State University in a double blind clinical trial.

In addition to Cortaflex®, a full range of highly 
effective products for horses, dogs, cats and people 
have been developed since Equine America® was 
launched in 1998. All are produced using high 
quality ingredients and comply with the regulations 
administered by the UK Veterinary Medicines 
Directorate and the Food Standards Agency.

Equine America products have been produced 
to provide nutritional support for health and 

performance, and aid in combating the stress of 
domestic or working life. Equine America products 
do not contravene current Jockey WClub or FEI 
rules (as at 7/2011), but it is recommended that 
individual competition rules are checked in respect 
of permitted administration at the event.

Clinical evidence separates the 
innovator from the imitator…
Cortaflex® is the only equine joint supplement to 
have been clinically tested in a double blind study of 
equine tarsal joint movement (pictured below).

The rigorous trial was conducted by the College of 
Veterinary Medicine at Michigan State University, 
one of the leading Equine research institutes in 
the world. Unlike the more subjective research 
approaches in the majority of equine trials, the study 
used the most advanced kinetic analysis techniques 
to objectively and accurately measure the 
improvement in the horse’s gait. These techniques, 
based on video and force plates, unquestionably 
proved the improvement in gait asymmetry. 

The results were then presented by the author Dr. 
Hilary Clayton BVMS, PhD, MRVCS, to the A.A.E.P 
(American Association of Equine Practitioners) and 
published in the conference proceedings.

Since the trial, Hyaluronic Acid and ASU have 
been added to the formulation, reflecting the most 
recent scientific findings of the benefits of these two 
substances in aiding joint mobility.

Equine America
®

, the Story!
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Cortaflex® HA Capsules High Strength
Double the Strength of Cortaflex® 

Regular Capsules, plus Hyaluronic Acid, a major 
component of joint lubricating  
fluid, to maximise the joints  
with shock absorbing and  
cushioning properties. Ideal  
to support hard working joints.

A must for people who  
exercise regularly, take part  
in sport and those who have  
a labour intensive job.

30 x 400mg  
(one month supply)

Cortaflex® HA Regular Capsules
Provides Key Amino Acids for Healthy Cartilage 
and Joint Fluid. With Hyaluronic Acid

Ideal at any age to support  
the health of every joint in  
the body against life’s daily  
stresses and strains. 

Use to support healthy  
joints or those with low  
level stiffness.

60 x 200mg  
(two month supply)

Products that really work! NECK
HANDS
WRISTS
ELBOWS
SHOULDERS
KNEES
FEET
HIPS
BACK
DIETARY SUPPLEMENT FOR JOINTS
FORTIFIED WITH HYALURONIC ACID
A MAJOR COMPONENT OF JOINT FLUID
SUGAR • SALT • GLUTEN • SHELLFISH FREE H

IG
H 
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N
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1, Cortaflex® HA Regular - Powder and Solution 
It’s never too soon, you know what they say about prevention. Feed Cortaflex® from an early age. 
Fortified with Hyaluronic Acid and ASU, Cortaflex® Powder economically and effectively supports and 
maintains healthy joints for each and every horse and pony throughout their life. Combined with Better 
Bones, Cortaflex® will promote healthy, supple joints and strong dense bones - a sound combination!

Powder - 227g (a one month supply as maintenance), 454g, 908g, 3.6kg, 1Ltr, 4Ltr 
Solution - 1Ltr, 4Ltr

2, NEW Cortaflex® HA Super Strength with Super Fenn - Powder and Solution
High Strength Cortaflex® with Hyaluronic Acid & ASU 
Also available in Regular Strength

Cortaflex HA Super Strength now with the addition of Super Fenn 
a natural anti-inflamatory that contains Bromelain 
and Yucca. Specially formulated for competition 
horses or those in high work loads as used by 
the City of London Police and for those with 
excessive wear and tear to their joints. 

Powder - 450g (up to two months’ supply), 4.5kg 
Solution - 1Ltr, 4Ltr, 20Ltr 

3, Cortaflex® HA Paste 
Concentrated Cortaflex® HA in an  
easy to administer 3 day paste, ideal  
as a pre-competition boost.

30ml Paste (3 x 10ml serving)

 “My choice is always 
Formula1™ with Cortaflex®. 
It is essential that my horses 
arrive at a competition in 
peak condition, and I have 
noticed a big improvement 
since introducing Formula1 
to their diet. This feed 
supplement contains six 
of Equine America’s top 
performance products in 
one easy to feed pellet.”

Steven Franks  
Show Jumper

1

2

3
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CANINE & FELINE CORTAFLEX® RANGE

REGULAR STRENGTH
To prolong joint mobility, feed Cortaflex® Joint Care sooner rather than later, especially those breeds with 
associated weaknesses - even 6 months old isn’t too early to start. 
A 160g container will last the average dog 120 days, but Cortaflex® Joint Care is more than just a 
maintenance product. It is also recommended for general care or the management of stiff joints, or to 
maintain condition after using the Premium range.
Available in 160g

SUPER STRENGTH
Wear and tear can be exaggerated by breed 
conformation and growth spurts. Feed young 
animals, especially those breeds with 
associated weakness, Canine & Feline 
Cortaflex® as part of their daily routine to 
support healthy joints for life.
Available in 236ml, 1 Ltr, 120g,  
60x200mg capsules

PLUS HA SUPER FENN
We have combined our premium 
Cortaflex HA with Super Fenn, a natural 
anti inflammatory, to support sound, 
comfortable joint health and mobility.
Available 270g

Canine Inflamex™ 
Solution
The Natural Alternative 
for Dogs

Inflamex is a natural 
alternative with no known 
side effects. It contains 
powerful Botanical 
Extracts which can be 
used in the initial stages 
of feeding Canine & 
Feline Cortaflex® or when 
extra help is needed. 
Inflamex can also be used 
permanently alongside 
Canine & Feline Cortaflex® 
for geriatric dogs or long 
term concerns.
473ml  
(94 servings)

Canine Pro-Pell® Solution
An Iron rich liquid dietary 
supplement to ensure your 
dog is receiving the necessary 
vitamins and minerals for health 
and vitality.

1Ltr

Greyhound Cortaflex® HA
Used by leading trainers/owners - Graham Abel  
(on Droopys Desailly) and Graham Holland and 
others. Formulated to assist in the lubrication 
of the joints that are experiencing hard work.

227g  
(3 months supply  
at maintenance)

Canine Super-Fenn™
A Fast Acting Alternative to Devil’s 
claw

A powerful and natural 
formulation of 
nature’s most potent 
anti-inflammatories 
in tasty crumbles with no 
known side effects. Use 
for knocks, bruises and 
sprains - results are fast 
and effective. 

240g

CANINE & FELINE
JOINTCARE

A DIETARY SUPPLEMENT 
FOR DOGS AND CATS  
FOR THE MAINTENANCE OF 
HEALTHY JOINTS 
AS PART OF A BALANCED DIET
FORTIFIED WITH HYALURONIC ACIDCO
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Buteless® High Strength Solution
A Powerful Natural Alternative

Buteless® High Strength (not phenylbutazone) is a natural and 
palatable formulation of botanical extracts. Buteless® is a powerful 
natural alternative that can be used in the short or long term 
without concerns of side effects. Buteless® was found to be the 
most effective natural alternative in a study conducted by the 
highly respected USA field testing magazine The Horse Journal. 
Sizes: 1Ltr (a two month supply at maintenance), 4Ltr

Buteless® Paste
30ml Paste (3 x 10ml servings)

Kentucky Joint Supplement™ 
Chondroitin and 
Glucosamine plus 
MSM, Vitamin C, 
Bromelain, Hyaluronic 
Acid and ASU. 
Chondroitin and 
Glucosamine are 
naturally occurring 
elements in joint tissue 
and fluid, while Vitamin 
C is an anti-oxidant 
and Hyaluronic Acid is 
essential for joint  
fluid quality.

1Ltr 
(a two month supply at 
maintenance), 4Ltr

Lubric8™ Solution 
Hyaluronic Acid is a major 
component of the synovial 
(joint) fluid essential 
for the smooth working 
of the joints. Lubric8 
contains a low molecular 
weight Hyaluronic Acid 
for maximum absorption, 
providing extra lubrication 
when this is needed.

Lubric8 can be fed 
alongside Cortaflex® HA 
for an extra boost to joint 
fluid.

473ml  
(a one month supply  
at maintenance)

MSM Powder™ and  
MSM & Zinc Ointment
MSM (methyl sulphonyl methane) is a high quality, 
bioavailable form of organic sulphur, which is an 
essential component of connective tissue, cartilage, skin 
and hooves. Sulphur is believed to have many benefits 
to the body as it has the ability to pass through cellular 
tissue with ease.

454g, 400ml 
(a two month  
supply at  
maintenance)

Glucosamine™ 12,000  
Plus MSM, & HA 900g
If it’s Glucosamine you want, compare the strength, 
purity and price to any other Glucosamine product 
on the market – we doubt 
you’ll beat it.

Contains 12,000 mg of 
99% pure Glucosamine                 
Hydrochloride plus 
1650mg of MSM per 30 
gram loading serving. 
Feed 30 grams for 30 
days and then maintain 
on 15 grams. With added 
MSM & Hyaluronic Acid.

Size 908g (60 day supply 
at maintenance)

Super Fenn™ Powder
Super-Fenn Powder (not phenylbutazone). A safe 
and natural alternative for joint comfort which does 
not contain Devils 
Claw or alcohol. For 
ultimate all round joint 
mobility and protection 
feed alongside 
Cortaflex® HA.

454g  
(one month supply 
at maintenance for 
average 500kg horse)

 “By feeding Cortaflex to my competition horses I know 
I am supporting all of their joint health needs with the 
important component of Cortaflex and Hyaluronic Acid. 
Joint health is essential when we are training them as 
athletes as we want them to have long, sound careers.”

David Rumsey
Dressage Rider

Contains 
Avocado Extracts

ASU 6000™ 
ASU is the latest development in nutritional joint 
supplements. ASU or Avocado and Soya Bean 
Unsaponifiable is a natural vegetable extract made 
from avocado and soybean oils which are believed 
to slow the production of some inflammatory 
chemicals made in the joints.

908g  
(a 60 day supply  
at maintenance)

Equine America Turmeric 
Used to give support to joints, skin, digestion and the liver! Equine 
America’s Turmeric is ready to use and fully balanced, it contains 
ingredients to help with maximum absorption.The active ingredient in 
turmeric is curcumin (3% which is 3 x more than the minimum requirement), 
it is specific phytochemical and is known for it’s effectiveness as an Anti-
Inflammatory, Liver Detoxifier and Antioxident.

Ingredients added for successful results; Linseed Meal, Calcium and 
Vitamin E.

3KG Pot - Up to 57 Days Supply!
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Super Hoof Powder Plus®

Increase Growth and Improve the Condition of 
the Hooves

Super Hoof Powder Plus® is a concentrated 
supplement, with high 
levels of Biotin, Zinc, 
Methionine and Sulphur. 
These ‘all active ’ 
ingredients work quickly 
on cracked or damaged 
hooves, stimulating hoof 
growth and horn quality. 
Super Hoof Powder Plus® 
is also essential for those 
breeds with slow growing 
or flat feet.

Sizes: 454g (a one 
month supply), 908g

Progest™ Powder
Pro-Biotic Weight Gain Supplement

The horses’ hind gut is full of bacteria which aid the breakdown 
and digestion of fibre. Stress from training, competition, a change 
in management, yard or food, can have a negative effect on this, 
reducing the horse’s ability to digest and absorb food correctly.

Progest contains yeast products which aid the bacteria in the hind gut, 
optimising digestion and, therefore, increasing the nutrients gained 
from the food. Progest should also be given after any treatment with 
antibiotics as these will affect the population of hind gut bacteria.

Progest should be fed daily as a course in the situations stated above. 
However, pro-biotics are considered beneficial to any horse in a 
domestic situation. In these circumstances, V-Biotic provides a balance 
of essential vitamins and minerals in combination with Progest, plus 
Echinacea and Turmeric for a more complete supplement.

908g  
(a one month supply at maintenance)

Lamigard™ TRT
For Horses and Ponies Prone to Laminitis

A highly effective supplement for the horse or pony prone 
to laminitis. Used at a high level in the initial stages, and 
at a maintenance level for long term help, will ensure your 
horse’s feet stay healthy all year round. Contains powerful 
ingredients to help mop up excess free radicals which settle in 
the feet, supporting a healthy enzyme level within the hooves, 
providing nutrients to the internal sensitive structures as well as 
promoting external hoof wall condition. Lamigard can also be 
fed to the in-foal and lactating mare.

Feed V-Biotic alongside Lamigard to ensure that key nutritional 
requirements are met. When used in combination with the 
liquid Chaste Berry product, No Moore Moods, Lamigard can 
be beneficial to the horse with Cushing’s.

Sizes: Lamigard TRT - 454g (a two month supply at 
maintenance for an average pony), 908g and 1Ltr. 
Lamigard XXXtreme Paste 60ml

Hoof Magic™ 
Solution
Daily protection 
for hooves 
against cracks 
and brittleness. A 
powerful and fast 
acting liquid hoof 
supplement with 
high levels of biotin 
and supporting 
nutrients. 

1Ltr 
(a 37 day supply)

Biotin Xtra™ Powder
Biotin Xtra powder is formulated with 
aloe vera and sea buckthorn to support 
healthy hooves as part of a balanced 
diet.

Available in a handy 
2kg, resealable bag and 
a free scoop!

Size: 2kg (40 days 
supply for average 
horse)

Sand-Out™ 2.6Kg - New Formula
A Digestive Aid for Horses or Ponies Grazing Sandy Pastures

Soil and pasture vary greatly throughout the UK. If a horse 
grazes on a sandy pasture, small amounts of sand and dirt will 
inevitably be ingested which, over time, may build up in the gut.

Sand-Out contains multi-active fibre in the form of Psyllium 
Husks. As Sand-Out passes through the digestive tract, the 
microscopic hooks on the Psyllium Husks effectively scoop up 
the sand particles, and along with effective system lubricants, 
help them to pass through the digestive system.

Sand-Out should be fed for one week each month to horses or 
ponies grazing on sandy pastures.

A veterinary surgeon may also recommend Sand-Out in other 
situations, and will advise accordingly.

2.6kg  
(4 months day course)

Uls-Gard™
For Total Gastric Health

Competition horses are subject to stress from schooling, 
travelling and work load. This combined with large amounts 
of concentrated feed can result in the stomach becoming 
irritated and sensitive, resulting in a loss of condition and 
performance. Uls-Gard contains ingredients to soothe and 
coat the stomach, providing support against these stresses.

Uls-Gard should be added to each feed for all competition 
horses, and those on high concentrate diets. Uls-Gard can 
continue to be fed whilst the horse is in competition. 

When mixed into a paste, Uls-Gard can be given orally to 
scouring foals.  

1.6kg Pellets 
(a 40 day supply at maintenance).

1Ltr Regular Solution, 4Ltr and 20Ltr

Hoof Balm™
A blend of natural oils that shine, nourish and 
protect the hoof whilst still letting it breathe. An 
excellent moisturiser for dry conditions and a water 
barrier against wet 
conditions, whilst 
providing anti-
bacterial and anti-
fungal properties.

Size: 500ml
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 “Keeping my horses in top condition is my top priority and 
Equine America offer a vast range of products that make 
them my number one choice.”

Tim Stockdale
Professional Showjumper

Coff-Less™ Powder
Aids Upper and Lower Respiratory Health - Promoting Clear Lungs and 
Breathing

Coff-Less Powder soothes the airways, promoting clear healthy lungs, 
whilst providing support to the immune system.

Coff-Less can be used in the short term to support respiratory health, 
which can then be maintained using Airways Xtra Strength Powder. 
However, Coff-Less must be used daily, long term, for those horses with 
weak respiration, laboured breathing or that have a sensitivity to dust and 
mould spores found in the air, hay and bedding.

Coff-Less is specially formulated using herbs and natural ingredients 
including Fenugreek Seed Powder, Kelp Meal, Garlic Powder, Gentian and 
Mullein Extract for healthy respiratory system and clear lungs.

Coff-Less also contains Glycerine and Aloe Vera to soothe and lubricate 
the throat, Oil of Eucalyptus to clear the airway, and Echinacea to 
support the immune system.

908g (a two month supply at maintenance)

Airways® Xtra Strength Powder
Aids Upper Respiratory Health and Promotes Breathing

Airways® Xtra Strength Powder opens the airways and 
eases breathing. Should be added to the daily feed 
for horses stabled for long periods or those who are 
experiencing low level congestion, or irritation from 
dust in bedding and hay. 
For lower respiratory health 
or laboured breathing, 
a course of Coff-Less is 
recommended before 
maintaining on Airways® 
Xtra Strength Powder or 
use Coff-Less permanently 
for long term concerns.

454g  
(a one month supply)

Airways® Solution
To Open the Airways Prior to 
Competition or Hard Work

Airways® Solution is a 
glycerine-based pre-
competition mouthwash with 
menthol and honey to coat 
and dilate the airways and 
encourage maximum airflow.

Airways® Solution is very 
palatable and will easily pass 
down the throat and should 
be administered into the 
corner of the mouth using  
a syringe.

473ml  
(31 servings)

Ventilator™ Powder
This brand new addition to the Equine America 
product range is for horses with serious breathing 
problems. It opens 
up the airways fast 
and naturally.

454g  
(a one month 
supply)

Bleader Gard® Powder and Paste
Essential Support to the Lungs and Blood Vessels

Bleader Gard® should be fed daily to horses in 
strenuous training and competition and ‘topped 
up’ on the day of 
competition with 
Bleader Gard® Paste.

908g  
(a two month supply  
at maintenance) 

Bleader Gard® 
Paste
30ml Paste  
(3 x 10ml servings)

Pollen Eze
Horses & ponies can be  affected by pollen 
resulting in anxiety, nervousness and discomfort 
and sometimes  head shaking.  

Pollen Eze contains a 
unique blend of natural 
ingredients & herbs 
designed to mop up 
harmful free radicals 
and to sooth & comfort                
horses & ponies 
affected       by pollen. 

Size 454gm - One 
month supply at 14g 
for an average horse.
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Encourages red  
blood cell production

Better Bones™ Pellets
For Strong, Healthy Dense Bones

The skeleton is the foundation of the body, which provides support, 
protection for the organs, levers for movement and acts as a mineral 
store for the body. Bones will naturally adapt to the stress created 
by work or exercise by becoming denser where loading is greatest. If 
the correct vitamins and minerals are not available, bones will become 
weak or brittle, increasing the risk of injury or fracture. In brood mares, 
if sufficient levels of the bone developing vitamins and minerals are 
not available, the stores within her own bones will be used to create the 
skeleton of the foal. If these are not replenished it can cause brittle bones 
in the mare and lead to growth problems in the foal. Heavy grazing, farming 
and fertilisation can leave land lacking in these vital elements and providing 
the correct nutrition for bone strength and development is vital for every horse.

Feed Better Bones in combination with Cortaflex® for the ultimate in joint  
and bone protection for horses of all ages.

3.5kg (a 62 day supply)

Pro-Pell Plus® Solution
Iron Rich Vitamin and Mineral Tonic

High levels of work and competition can leave some horses feeling ‘flat’ and 
without their ‘sparkle’. Pro-Pell Plus® is a daily tonic designed to increase 
energy levels, acting as a ‘pick me up’ for horses. Its iron rich formulation will 
provide energy with beneficial vitamins and minerals, leaving the horse fresh 
and full of vitality.

Pro-Pell Plus® can be fed at a maintenance level, with an increased measure 
prior to competition.

Pro-Pell Plus® can also be fed to horses that are recovering from illness, and to 
old horses when they need that little extra boost.

Sizes: 1Ltr (a one month supply at maintenance), 4Ltr

Tye-Gard® Solution
For Healthy Muscle Function

Fast exercise produces lactic acid in the muscle and as a result, many 
horses suffer from muscle stiffness or cramps during, or after work, leaving 
the horses looking ‘tucked up’.

Tye-Gard® contains a highly absorbable human grade Vitamin E and 
Selenium, which are involved in the health of muscle tissue, allowing the 
muscle to work more effectively at full capacity.

Use Tye-Gard® daily for horses in high levels of training or competition to 
ensure optimum muscle health.

Sizes: 1Ltr (a two month supply at maintenance), 4Ltr

More Muscle™ Solution
For Optimum Muscle Capacity and Condition

More Muscle Solution is a powerful extract of Rice Bran supplement that helps 
to increase muscle capacity and condition, transforming your horse’s ‘top line’ 
in a month.

More Muscle should be used in preparation for the 
show or dressage season, to prepare a youngster 
for sale, or to provide daily strength to the show 
jumper, eventer or racer with optimum muscle 
capacity for maximum power.

Condition can then be maintained using V-Biotic®.

1Ltr (a two month supply)

More Muscle Pellets
908g (a one month)

Copper-Plus™ Powder
Supplemental Copper and Cobalt

Copper, which is present in all body cells, aids in the absorption and 
utilisation of iron, for blood cell production. Copper is also necessary 
for several enzymes involved in vital processes, as well as regulating the 
normal hair pigmentation.

Horses are very tolerant of copper but over supplementation can 
interfere with the absorption of zinc and iron. A lack of copper can show 
as anaemia, poor growth, hair depigmentation, weight loss and some 
bone disorders.

If you are concerned that your horses are suffering from any of these 
symptoms, seek veterinary advice, as these symptoms may be a result 
of a condition unrelated to a copper deficiency.

908g (a 45 day supply at maintenance)

Apple Lytes™ Granules and Paste
The Electrolyte for Your Horse or Pony

As horses work and sweat they lose vital electrolytes and mineral salts. 
At low levels these can be replaced with Sodium Chloride (salt) but, if 
the horse is in medium to hard work and sweating on a daily basis, an 
electrolyte supplement must be provided. Without electrolytes, the horse 
will feel lethargic, and a continuation of this loss is highly detrimental to 
the horse’s health. As the main electrolyte is a salt (sodium chloride) it is 
important to use a salt based product (not a solution) as it is not possible 
to suspend enough of the mineral salts needed within a solution. We also 
advise against dextrose based electrolytes. Apple Lytes is a salt-based 
product which can be added to the feed on a daily basis. For high level 
competition and endurance events, Apple Lytes is also available in a 
handy syringe for instant replenishment of electrolytes. Electrolytes should 
not be fed to a dehydrated horse - always ensure water has been ingested 
first, and that the horse has recovered from exercise.

Sizes: 1.8kg (a one month supply at maintenance),  
6.8kg, 13.6kg, 30ml Paste (2 x 15ml servings)

Contains 
Strawberry Extracts
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Multivitamins  
for your horse

V-Biotic® Powder
More Than Just a Feed Balancer!

Super concentrated V-Biotic - a premium grade, broad spectrum 
product which has been specially formulated to provide the 
comprehensive balance of essential vitamins and minerals your horse 
or pony needs, and which may be lacking in their domestic diet. 
V-Biotic contains Echinacea for the immune system, Turmeric for a 
healthy liver, highly effective probiotics and powerful anti-oxidants, 
and the very best ingredients to support bone, hoof and muscle 
tissue and benefit the circulatory system. V-Biotic will complement 
any feeding regime without any additional ‘heating’ effects - feed 
to all horses daily for optimum health and condition. V-Biotic can 
help maintain vitality in the older horse and is essential, alongside 
Lamigard, to the diet of a horse or pony prone to Laminitis. When 
added to a restricted diet, V-Biotic will ensure the key nutritional 
requirements are met without  
the concern of protein or carbohydrate overload.

Sizes: 908g (a one month supply), 3.2kg

Vitamin E & Selenium Powder
Vitamin E has antioxidant properties and Selenium is vital for the 
maintenance of normal muscle tissue and maintaining the stability 
of red blood cells and the vascular system. A combination of 
Vitamin E and Selenium is important for the muscular health of 
performance horses.

An excess of Selenium is toxic, so supplementation should be 
considered carefully and the total percentage available in the daily 
diet should be noted.

For high levels of performance or for horses that are prone to 
muscle stiffness or cramp - use Tye-Gard®.

908g 
(a 64 day supply)

Thiamine B1™ Solution
Thiamine B1 is produced in the horse’s gut as well as being available 
in the horse’s diet and is involved in the enzyme system that releases 
energy from stored carbohydrates.

A lack of Thiamine B1 can cause a loss of appetite and reduced energy, 
and in these circumstances, it may be necessary to feed Thiamine B1.

Thiamine B1 may also be supplemented after the use of antibiotics as 
they can upset the bacteria in the hind gut where Thiamine B1  
is produced.

4Ltr  
(a four month supply)

Everyday Vitamin & Minerals Supplement
Provides Daily Vitamins, Minerals and Pre-biotics

EV&MS is an ideal addition to any feeding regime providing essential 
vitamins and minerals and trace elements in a pre-biotic base to 
support good health and condition. EV&MS provide great value while 
maintaining top product performance.

EV&MS can be used as an economic vitamin and mineral supplement 
for horses and ponies in low level work. For optimum overall health 
and condition use V-Biotic. If your horse is lacking in energy, use Pro-
Pell Plus.

1260g  
(a six week supply)

Vitamin C™ Powder
Vitamin C is involved in the transfer 
of iron and is vital to the normal 
formation of collagen, an 
essential structure of skin 
and connective tissue.

Horses synthesise their 
own Vitamin C and this, 
along with Vitamin C 
gained through green 
leafy forage, is normally 
considered sufficient. 
However, your veterinary 
surgeon will be able 
to advise if additional 
Vitamin C is necessary.

908g  
(a two month supply)

Emune® Solution
Support the Immune System at Times of Stress

A concentrated solution of Echinacea and Astragalus formulated to support  
the immune system. Recommended when a horse is fatigued or stressed  
from travelling and competition.

1Ltr  
(a one month supply at maintenance)

Encourages white  
blood cell production

Bloom And Condition
Equine America’s Bloom and Condition 
contains premium grade vitamins & 
minerals as well as digestive aids fortified 
with Echinacea 
and Turmeric. 
All specially 
formulated for 
optimum health 
& condition.

Size 908gm - One 
month supply   at 
30gm.
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Magnitude™ Powder
For a More Relaxed Horse

Magnesium has many roles within the body including the health of 
nerve endings and fibres, and a lack of magnesium may show in a horse 
as tension or nervousness. Magnitude is a highly absorbable form of 
Magnesium that should be fed daily to horses or ponies to promote 
healthy nerve tissue and reduce nervous tension.

For very young, excitable or overzealous horses, requiring focus, 
increased concentration and calming, a product from the So-Kalm Plus 
Range will be more suitable.

So-Kalm Plus Paste may also be used as a pre-competition addition 
alongside Magnitude.

900g  
(a six month supply)

Super So-Kalm™ Plus Powder & Paste,  
So-Kalm™ Solution & Paste
Reduce Stress, Promote Calming and Improve Concentration

Horses can experience nervousness and tension before exercise or 
competition causing them to misbehave. So-Kalm Plus contains a 
premium grade Magnesium with L-Tryptophan, an essential amino 
acid associated with the production of serotonin, to calm and focus 
the horse. Fed daily, this can aid concentration and willingness to work, 
without removing the edge required for competition. Young horses 
also have a tendency to be highly strung and distracted, leading to 
training problems in the future. Feed young horses or horses in their first 
season So-Kalm Plus to enable them to relax and ensure that their new 
experiences are good experiences. So-Kalm Plus Paste is a concentrated 
form for a more rapid effect. Administer 10ml 11⁄2 to 2 hours prior to 
competition or event or any situation where the horse may 
become difficult to handle.

So-Kalm Paste 3 x 10ml, So-Kalm Solution 1Ltr 
Super So-Kalm Paste 3 x 10ml, Super So-Kalm Plus Powder 908g 
for daily use (a one month supply at maintenance)  
or in an easy-to-administer 30ml paste (3 x 10ml servings),  
which is ideal for travelling and pre-competition

Shaker Gard™ Powder
Head Shaking can Become a Thing of the Past

Head shaking and tossing are problems increasingly 
seen in horses, possibly as a result of nerve damage 
or irritation in the nose or head, or sensitivity to pollen 
or sunlight. In the latter, head shaking may be seen 
as a seasonal problem, but there are also horses that 
experience this condition all year round.

Shaker Gard contains an intricate mix of minerals 
associated with nerve health and powerful anti-
oxidants to reduce irritation in the nose and the head.

Shaker Gard should be fed to any confirmed ‘head 
shaker’, or any horse showing these signs.

908g

No More Moods™ Solution
Nightmare to Nice Mare

Hormone imbalances in mares can lead to ‘stroppy’, unwilling 
behaviour, sometimes making a horse difficult to handle and resulting 
in a reduction in performance. No More Moods contains liquid Chaste 
Berry, a plant which has  
been recognised for many years for its benefits in supporting correct 
hormone levels. Use No More Moods daily to turn your ‘nightmare into 
a nice mare’.  
No More Moods has also been used successfully on aggressive stallions.

When used in combination with Lamigard, No More Moods can be 
beneficial to the horse with Cushings.

1Ltr 
(a two month supply)

“ Dressage horses need to be 
super fit and reactive, yet 
totally focused to do their job 
well. I feed Super So-Kalm 
to three of my young horses 
who would sometimes find 
it difficult to stay calm and 
with me during training and 
competitions. I can honestly 
say they are happier and 
more rideable without losing 
their sparkle.”

David Rumsey
Dressage Rider

Products that really work!
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Hemogen™ Solution
The Ultimate Blood Tonic

Blood transports oxygen and nutrients around the body - the more blood 
cells, the more oxygen and nutrients are available to the muscles and tissues, 
enabling the horse to work harder and for longer. Hemogen contains a 
specialist and highly absorbable form of Iron, essential in the production of red 
blood cells, supported by B vitamins and accompanied by active water soluble 
vitamins and minerals to maximise energy and stamina.

Feed daily at maintenance level for horses in training or competition, and 
increase this for five days leading up to a race or event.

Hemogen can also be used to benefit the anaemic 
horse, followed on by ProPell Plus®.

1Ltr  
(a one month supply at maintenance)

Formula1™ Plus Cortaflex®

The Ultimate Competition Supplement 

When competing at top level, it may be necessary to have a 
variety of supplements to aid performance. However, many 
different supplements can be costly, and consume more 
time and space. Formula1 solves this problem by combining 
six of Equine America’s top products into one easy to feed 
pellet, to simplify feeding and reduce cost whilst providing 
maximum benefit to the performance horse.

Formula1 contains – Uls-Gard, ProPell Plus, Better Bones, 
More Muscle, V-Biotic - Plus Cortaflex®.

“Formula1 is the best product I have made for competition 
horses in my 50 years in this business, outstanding results will 
be seen in a few weeks.” Bruce Snipes

Sizes: 3.6kg (a 36 day supply), 18kg

DMG™ Solution
A performance 
enhancing supplement 
that encourages and 
supports energy levels 
and aids recovery 
through improved 
oxygen transfer.

1Ltr  
(a one month supply)

Kidney Flush™ (formerly Dye-Retic) 
Encourages a healthy fluid balance in the body

We advise using Equine 
Kidney Flush once a week 
to reduce fluid retention 
and keep kidneys flushed 
and healthy. Kidney 
problems are sometimes 
misdiagnosed as back 
problems, when a 
problem is suspected we 
recommend a 3 day kick 
start followed by a weekly 
maintainence.

Do not feed to 
pregnant mares.

1Ltr (31 servings)

Hemo-Flex™ and Hemo-Flex™  
Plus Solution
Hemo-Flex is a 
combination of Cortaflex® 
for flexible joints, Tye-Gard 
for healthy muscles, and 
Hemogen for optimum 
blood levels.

Sizes: Hemo-Flex 1Ltr  
(a one month supply at 
maintenance), 20Ltr

Hemo-flex Plus 4Ltr

“ I have used Formula1 Plus Cortaflex for a few months 
now and have seen a huge improvement in the way my 
horses perform! I also enjoy how easy it is, at feeding 
time, to give six supplements in one go!”

Tintin
Eventer

Encourages red  
blood cell production

Liver Flush™ Solution
Liver Flush solution is a unique combination of natural 
ingredients to support the vital functions performed by 
a healthy liver.

Liver Flush Solution will help 
to protect the liver cells and 
support the liver processes 
relating to digestion, 
metabolism, and the storage 
of important nutrients, 
tissue regeneration and the 
reduction of toxins from the 
horse’s body.

473ml  
(31 x 15ml servings)
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Herbolic® Solution
Appetite and Attitude Booster

When training or competing, horses may lose their appetite and 
become shy and withdrawn. Herbolic is a powerful ‘pick me up’ 
that quickly puts the horse back on their feed, revitalises them and 
restores the will to win. A bottle of Herbolic will be an added benefit 
to any racing or top level competition yard.

1Ltr  
(a two month supply at maintenance)

Blackdraw™
Blackdraw, containing Ichthammol, can be used as 
a topical application or hoof draw.

A favourite with farriers and vets in the USA.

400g

Equi-Lin™
For Muscles and Limbs after Exercise

An invigorating, aromatic solution containing 
Menthol, Oils of 
Cedarwood, Worm Wood, 
Spike, Thyme and 
Rosemary to soothe 
muscles and limbs. 
Equi-Lin, when mixed 
with water, creates 
a stimulating and 
refreshing ‘all over’ 
wash for muscles 
and limbs following 
strenuous exercise. 
Contains no Camphor.

4Ltr

Citronella Summer  
Horse Spray™
An effective coat 
conditioner containing 
Lanolin and Aloe Vera 
with essential oils including 
Citronella, Eucalyptus and 
Cedar Wood.

Horse Spray will leave 
your horses coat and skin 
healthy and supple with a 
pleasant Citronella aroma.

1Ltr and 4Ltr

Derma Gel™
Protection and Skin Care: The number one herbal 
skin hydrogel, for intensive and rapid skin care, 
plus a protective barrier effective against foreign 
contaminants.Derma Gel provides and maintains a 
moist epidermal environment with the ability to help 
clean and deride necrotic tissue, encourage natural 
hair re-growth and maximise 
skin smoothness. Available in 
a spray, ideal for very sensitive 
areas, and as a gel in a tube 
which keeps Derma Gel free 
from contaminants and spillage. 

Derma Gel does not contain 
steroids and is completely safe 
to use on a mare in foal and 
competition horses.

50ml Spray, 100ml Tube

Xtra Boost™ Paste
A Pre-Competition Boost

Horses benefit from an extra shot of iron and B 
vitamins just before competition. Xtra Boost is 
a handy three dose syringe to be used prior to 
competition to increase energy and maximise 
performance.

30ml Paste 

(3 x 10ml servings - a three day course)

Mouth & Bit Balm
Skincare

A blend of highly palatable and natural essential oils, 
butters and waxes which moisturise and heal dry, 
cracked, hard and calloused areas of your horse’s 
mouth, encouraging  
acceptance and  
comfort of the bit  
and helping young  
horses to mouth.

Sizes:  
14g, 100g

Products that really work!

Magic Mud™
External

Wet and muddy conditions can cause the hooves and 
legs of your horse or pony to be vulnerable to bacteria 
and fungus. Magic 
Mud is a safe and 
soothing anti-fungal 
and anti-bacterial 
cream than can be 
applied regularly to 
the skin for healthy 
hooves and legs.

400ml

Xtra Boost™ Tonic
Contains a premium 
grade of Iron & B 
Vitamins in a palatable 
liquid, specially 
formulated to rapidly 
increase energy & vitality.   

Size 1 Ltr - One month 
supply at 30ml for an 
average horse.
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Like Ice®

Cooling After Exercise

Sorboplex™, the special ingredient in Like Ice®, begins 
working on contact to tighten and cool hot, tired 
legs after strenuous 
exercise The 24-hour 
kaolin base cools 
the leg, while Aloe 
Vera and Melaleuca 
soothes and 
moisturises.

Like Ice® washes off 
easily, making it ideal  
for the busy yard. 

2.7kg, 11.3kg

Green Ice™ Gel
A soothing, 
cooling, easy 
to apply gel for 
‘tired’ limbs.

1Ltr, 2.5Ltr

Thrush Clean
For cleansing areas of horses’ hooves

Use the flexible nozzle to insert and rub the gel into 
the required areas.

30ml

Soreless™ 
Liniment
A stimulating leg brace

Soreless Liniment is 
made with natural herb 
extracts and Witch 
Hazel. Unlike some other 
liniments, Soreless does 
not contain Comfrey, 
which has been banned 
by the US FDA (United 
States Food and Drugs 
Administration).

Effective, gentle and safe 
for sensitive skins.

1Ltr

Miracle Hoof Grow™
A topical 
preparation to 
promote rapid 
growth of horses 
hooves. Use along 
side Hoof Power 
Plus® for optimal 
horn growth and 
condition.

156g

Insect Guard Stable Spray
Create a fly free environment for your 
horse with Insect Guard Stable Spray. 
Spray around the stable or barn or on 
rugs to protect against and repel 
flying insects and mosquitoes for 
up to 45 days!

946ml

1, Fungatrol™ Leather Soap
This easy to use spray saddle soap cleans, softens, 
conditions and preserves leather. Fungatrol Leather 
Soap contains anti-fungal and anti-bacterial agents to 
reduce germs passed from one horse to the other via 
tack and also stops mould from building up when tack is 
unused. 

946ml

2, Fungatrol™ Shampoo
Washing with water and soap or water alone can strip 
the skin of its natural protective oils. 

Fungatrol Shampoo can be used to wash the whole 
horse or individual areas, protecting the skin from 
bacteria and fungus. This powerful lathering shampoo 
is a great start to the Fungatrol programme. For best 
results, leave 20 mins before rinsing.

473ml

3, Fungatrol™ Spray
A ‘leave on’ water-based spray containing anti-fungal 
and anti-bacterial ingredients with added coat 
conditioners. After washing the horse with Fungatrol 
Shampoo, spray all over to maintain healthy supple skin.

360ml

4, Fungatrol™ Cream
After the legs have been washed with Fungatrol 
Shampoo, scabs have been removed and the area 
dried thoroughly, smear on Fungatrol Cream, which will 
condition and protect the skin from bacteria and fungus.

400ml

5, Fungatrol™ Moisturiser and  
Anti-Fungal Hoof Dressing 
Goodness not Gloss

A hoof dressing that conditions the hoof and 
encourages healthy growth, while allowing the foot to 
breathe and absorb water naturally. 

Provides an anti-fungal and anti-bacterial barrier for  
all-year-round hoof protection.

473ml

The effects that mud and rain can 
have on the horse’s skin can be 
distressing for both horse and owner. 

The Fungatrol Range with its powerful 
anti-fungal and anti-bacterial 
properties will condition and protect 
your horse’s skin against all of  
the elements.
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REPELS FLIES REPELS FLIES 

Sooth-Itch™ 
Cream
Relieves itching, aids 
healing, soothes, 
encourages natural 
hair regrowth and 
acts as an effective 
fly repellent. Can be 
applied directly to 
horse or pony skin. 
Highly recommended 
for sweat itch, is 
completely natural.

500g

Fly-Repel Spray™
Now available in 750ml 
and 2Ltr Refill sizes

New improved 
formulation which 
contains Lemongrass Oil, 
Tea Tree Oil, Lavender 
Oil, Citronella Extract 
and Ethyl Buthanol. 

Sizes: 750ml, 2Ltr

REPELS FLIES 

Citronella Summer 
Horse Spray
Now available in 1Ltr  
and 4Ltr Refill sizes 

Coat conditioner 
containing Lanolin and 
Aloe Vera with essential 
oils. Leaves your horse’s 
coat and skin healthy 
and supple with a 
pleasant aroma.

Sizes: 1Ltr, 4Ltr

Fly-Repel Gel™
500ml 

Super Groom Waterless Grooming
Removes stains and highlights white markings - 
producing show ring shine 
without washing. 

A non-silicon, non-slip, 
non-static formula, 
making it an ideal ‘all over’ 
grooming aid.

Available in 473ml.

Super Groom  
Mane and Tail
For a shiny tangle free 
mane and tail and a 
conditioned coat with a 
show ring shine.

473ml

Silky Tail Untangler
Mane and tail conditioner - 
100% silk with added lemon 
grass and coconut extracts. 

Non greasy, provides every 
day protection.

750ml

Sheath Cleaner
The natural solution for thorough 
cleansing of the mare and 
stallions genitals, and between the 
teats of the mare’s udder.

This specially pH balanced 
formulation of Australian Tea Tree 
Oil and gentle cleansers is ideal 
for routine washing and removal 
of accumulated body oils and dirt.

Ideal for use on the mare or 
stallion at stud.

473ml

1, Super Groom Citronella Shampoo
A fragrant shampoo with citronella oils which is 
gentle on the skin and will leave your horse with 
the aroma of lemon zest.

1Ltr, 4Ltr

2, Tea Tree Shampoo
With Melaleuca and Aloe to soothe, moisturise 
and cleanse, ideal for horses and ponies prone 
to sensitive skin.

1Ltr, 4Ltr

3, Equine Shampoo
For head to toe cleaning at great                   
value for money.

1Ltr, 4Ltr

Super Groom  
Whitening Shampoo
A whitening and colour 
enhancing shampoo with 
optical brighteners, moisturisers 
and conditioners that naturally 
highlight the coat, bringing out 
the brilliance in light coloured 
coats, leaving white socks 
whiter than white, and darker 
coats with a deep rich colour.

473ml

1 32

Equine America After 
Work Wash‘n’ Rub
Equine 
America After 
Work Wash 
and Rub is the 
perfect product 
for muscles 
and limbs after 
exercise.

Size 500ml

Stinger       
Fly Spray
Targets all flying 
insects, can be 
effective for up to 
7 hours.

Size 1Ltr
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To find your local supplier contact us:

01403 759659
KM Elite Products

stockists@kmeliteproducts.co.uk


